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The Honorable Larry J. Hogan, Jr.
Governor of Maryland

The Honorable Thomas V. Mike Miller, Jr.
President of the Senate

The Honorable Michael E. Busch
Speaker of the House

Gentlemen:

On behalf of the Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education, I am pleased to transmit to you the Commission’s 2017 Preliminary Report.

The Commission was established pursuant to Chapters 701 and 702 of 2016. While the Commission has a comprehensive charge detailed in the law, in essence our charge has two parts:

- review and recommend any needed changes to update the current education funding formulas (known as the Thornton formulas); and
- make policy recommendations that would enable Maryland’s preK-12 system to perform at the level of the best-performing systems in the world.

In order to address its first charge, the Commission concluded that it must first respond to the second. Until specific policy recommendations are developed and agreed upon, it is not possible to assess their costs and update the Thornton funding formulas. The Commission will continue to study the Thornton funding formulas and, in its final report, update and integrate them with its policy recommendations.

The Commission has worked diligently during the past year and a half, holding 17 full-day meetings and 4 public hearings around the State. While Chapters 701 and 702 of 2016 asked the Commission to submit its final report by December 31, 2017, the work of the Commission proved to be such an enormous undertaking that we need additional time to complete our work. Accordingly, we respectfully request that the Commission be extended in order for us to respond fully to your charge.
The report submitted to you today contains the preliminary policy recommendations of the Commission. In order to complete our work, in early 2018, the Commission will break into a workgroup for each of the five policy areas that encompass our preliminary recommendations. Working with Commission staff, consultants, and other experts, we will develop greater specificity for each of the preliminary recommendations in order to “cost out” the fiscal impact of the recommendations, both individually and as a complete system. Once this process is complete, the Commission will be in a position to recommend the “adequate” funding needed for the purpose of enabling Maryland students to achieve the State’s College and Career Ready standards. These recommendations will be made in the Commission’s final report to be submitted during the 2018 interim.

Although the Commission’s work is not complete, there are some actions that the Commission believes could be taken in the 2018 legislative session to advance the Commission’s preliminary policy recommendations. Several of these proposals alter or enhance programs that already exist but have not been fully funded. The full legislative proposal is attached and includes legislation to extend the Commission’s deadline so that we can complete our work.

The Commission members and I look forward to the submission of our final report to you in 2018. Based on the work we have already done, we are confident that our report, if implemented with fidelity, would enable Maryland to develop a school system that performs for the benefit of the State and its students at the level of the best-performing systems in the world.

Sincerely yours,

William E. Kirwan
Chair
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Chapter 1:

A Call to Action
Beginning in 1983 when *A Nation at Risk* sounded an alarm bell, numerous reports have raised concerns that the American education system is no longer competitive in the world and that U.S. students are not receiving the quality of education being provided by other economically advanced countries.

A Council of Foreign Relations Task Force co-chaired by Joel Klein and Condoleezza Rice released a report in 2012, *Education Reform and National Security*, on the decline of American education. It states in part, “Human capital will determine power in the current century, and the failure to produce that capital will undermine America’s security.” It goes on to say, "Large, undereducated swaths of the population damage the ability of the United States to physically defend itself, protect its secure information, conduct diplomacy, and grow its economy."

The steady decline in U.S. education quality relative to other industrialized nations is captured well in the graph below from an Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) report, which shows that in both literacy and numeracy, U.S. adults’ skills have fallen from a leadership position for the World War II generation to last among 26 OECD countries analyzed.

![Numeracy and Literacy in 2012 by Birth Cohort, USA vs. OECD Average](image)

Source: Brookings 2016s, “The declining productivity of education,” based on data from OECD PIACC

**United States No Longer Leads the World**

Another gauge of how poorly U.S. schools perform in relation to other industrial and post-industrial nations is the results on the OECD’s Program of International Student Assessment (PISA) exam. It is given in math, science, and reading to representative samples of 15-year-olds in an increasing number of industrialized nations and measures how well students apply knowledge. The table below shows how far back U.S. student
performance is from students in top-performing countries. Even worse, the gap between the U.S. and top-performing countries is generally increasing.

### US Rankings on PISA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Assessment</th>
<th>Countries Tested</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Math</th>
<th>Science</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Center on International Education Benchmarking, 2016

Unfortunately, it is not just our average student performance on PISA that lags behind student performance of top-performing systems. Of equally grave concern, a smaller proportion of the best U.S. students make it into the global top quarter of student performance on that exam than is the case in many other countries. Moreover, these top-performing systems have relatively small achievement gaps based on income and minority or immigrant status. And to dispel the myth that other countries do not have the same diversity as the U.S., many of the top systems have higher proportions of minority and immigrant students than the U.S. Although these results show just how far relative U.S. student performance has fallen in recent decades, they also show that it is possible to build systems where essentially all students perform at a high level.

While education in America as a whole continues to languish, one state – Massachusetts – did take bold action, adopting many of the reforms recommended in various reports as well as practices used by top-performing countries. Overall, its education system is now competitive with the best in the world as measured by PISA, although it does continue to have higher achievement gaps on that test based on race and ethnicity than the other top-performing systems.

### Maryland’s Efforts to Improve PreK-12 Education

Beginning in the mid-1990s, Maryland launched a significant effort to advance its prekindergarten-12 (preK-12) system. It adopted higher academic standards aligned with assessments that were state of the art at the time (the Maryland State Performance Assessment Program or MSPAP). In 2002, the General Assembly enacted the landmark Bridge to Excellence in Public Schools Act that invested $1.3 billion additional State aid in public education based on the concept of “adequacy” in funding to enable students to achieve higher academic standards. Subsequent actions aligned early childhood education with the preK-12 system, expanded early childhood education, and aligned college and career readiness with higher education.

For a time these policy and financial investments appeared to be working. Maryland was even named the best state education system in the country by *Quality Counts,*
displacing Massachusetts for five years in a row beginning in the late 2000s. While being called the best is an honor, *Quality Counts* uses numerous input measures, including the percent of children enrolled in early childhood education and availability of Advanced Placement courses, in addition to actual student performance. When looking only at student performance, specifically at the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), Massachusetts (and numerous other states) performs much better than Maryland. Like Maryland, Massachusetts is a high-income state with a similar population and level of poverty statewide so comparing the two states is appropriate. Massachusetts has since reclaimed its top status in the U.S. and, as noted above, has risen to among the best in the world.

**Maryland Students’ Performance Is Average within the United States**

Despite Maryland’s investment in preK-12 education and the modest progress that has been made, Maryland’s preK-12 system is average at best within the U.S. That troubling conclusion is based on NAEP, also known as the Nation’s Report Card, which is given to representative samples of fourth, eighth, and twelfth graders in every state. Maryland’s performance on NAEP in 2015, while somewhat better than 10 years ago, is considerably below the aspirations of the Bridge to Excellence legislation.

![Chart of Maryland's NAEP performance](image)

**Source:** NCES "NAEP Reading and Mathematics Score Trends"
Further, the gaps in achievement between socioeconomic, racial, and special needs populations based on NAEP scores are far too large in Maryland (as they are in other states including Massachusetts).

The reality that Maryland must face is that its students still perform in the middle of the pack within the U.S., which is in the middle of the pack against the rest of the modern world. This deeply troubling reality came as a surprise to many on the Commission, who generally thought, like many Marylanders, that our young people were doing well on a national if not a global level. Looking at the PISA and NAEP results, however – when it comes to actual learning outcomes – Maryland’s public education system is a long way from performing at the level of the best in the world or even the best in the United States.

In the Twenty-first Century, High-quality PreK-12 Education is Essential Key for Civic Participation, Economic Success, and Social Equity

Marylanders should find the present situation unacceptable for several reasons. One is that, with the nation’s highest concentrations of federal labs and research universities producing cutting edge research, our State has set its sights on becoming a global leader in the technology-driven, innovation economy. Such an economy requires a highly skilled and well-educated workforce. By 2022 – just four years from now – two-thirds of Maryland jobs will require a postsecondary credential, be it an industry certification or a two- or four-year college degree. At present, Maryland employers must recruit too high a proportion of their skilled “knowledge” workforce from out of state. With the ever-growing number of states vying against us for leadership in the new economy, this is not a sustainable strategy. If Maryland hopes to lead the innovation economy, its education system must ensure every child has opportunities – and outcomes – that match the best in the world.

A second reason that Marylanders should see the present quality of their schools as unacceptable is that in today’s world, access to high-quality education is indispensable for each individual. Personal income is highly correlated with education level. For much of the twentieth century, a high school diploma was sufficient for a person to get a well-paid job and enjoy a good quality of life. But that is no longer true. Today, a person with a postsecondary degree earns roughly $1 million more over a lifetime as an individual with only a high school diploma. That gap will widen further as more routine, low-skill jobs give way to automation and to higher unemployment for individuals with inadequate education and training. The harsh reality is that in today’s world, a high-quality education is essentially the only path to a career capable of supporting a middle-class family.

But it’s not just the economy and the individual that benefits from a high-quality education system. All Marylanders will benefit if the State has an education system that prepares all students for successful and rewarding careers because, as education and income levels rise, so does civic engagement and the quality of life in communities,
while health care costs and crime rates decline. Although some young Marylanders have access to such a public education, too many across our State, especially in areas of concentrated poverty, do not have the same opportunity. That is not right. And ultimately it jeopardizes the future of all Marylanders.

Maryland’s Concentrations of Poverty Are an Urgent Concern

Following a period of decline after 2003, the number of children living in poverty has grown substantially in Maryland since the Great Recession of 2007-08. In 2015, 14% of Maryland children under age 18 were living in poverty; that figure was 34% in Baltimore City. The overwhelming majority of these children attend our public schools. More than half of public schools (almost 60%) across the State now have 40% or more of their students eligible for a free or reduced-price meal, which is based on 185% of the federal poverty level. These schools exist in every county. In three districts (Kent, Caroline, and Somerset), 100% of their schools meet the standard. There are four other districts (Allegany, Baltimore City, Dorchester, and Wicomico) in which the percentage exceeds 90% and Prince George’s exceeds 80%. Five more counties exceed 60%.

By a substantial margin, the largest proportion of Maryland children living in poverty are African American. Unfortunately, the growth in child poverty occurred at the same time that increases in education funding leveled off, following full funding of the Thornton formulas in 2008. As a result, our schools have been faced with far greater student needs without much additional funding to address these needs. We can and must do better by these children because essentially their only way out of poverty is through a high-quality education.

Success is Possible for Maryland

Developing policies that would enable all of Maryland’s schools to match the best in the world is a daunting challenge, but that is what the Commission was charged to do. The Commission has concluded that such a goal is achievable, provided Maryland makes a sustained, statewide commitment to systemic change. Massachusetts did just that, maintained its commitment for over two decades and achieved its present status as one of the highest performing systems in the world. If Massachusetts were a nation, it would rank in the top five on several of the PISA test scores. This begs the question: If Massachusetts can perform at this level, why can’t Maryland?

There is much to be gleaned from the Massachusetts experience. Twenty-five years ago, the state united around an ambitious preK-12 reform agenda. It developed a bold plan and, despite economic ups and downs and political shifts, Massachusetts stuck with that plan. It increased standards for teacher certification and student performance and invested in both, while also holding schools and students accountable. In essence, it reached a “grand bargain” among stakeholders that required each group to compromise on some matters in order to get the education system they all wanted for their state. Today, in addition to PISA, Massachusetts stands out on its NAEP performance, the education level of its citizens, and the average income of its
workforce. Surely Maryland can do this well – and better. Leaders in Massachusetts are the first to say that they have more work to do, especially in closing achievement gaps based on race and family income. The Commission firmly believes Maryland has the opportunity to develop a system that is not just a leader in the U.S. but among the best in the world and, thereby, become a beacon for the rest of the nation.

Preliminary Recommendations to Build a World-Class System in Maryland

Based on its extensive analysis of some of the world’s top-performing education systems, a process that Maryland is the second state in the U.S. to undertake and the first to cost out, the Commission has reached a strong consensus on key steps that Maryland must take if it is to develop a preK-12 system that performs at the level of the best systems in the world. It must significantly increase its investment in quality early childhood education. It must devote considerably more resources to at-risk students, which includes students from low-income families, English-language learners, and students with disabilities. It must transform teaching into a high-status profession with appropriate compensation for effective teachers. It must develop a system with college and career pathways tightly aligned from the early grades through graduation, one that catches students as soon as they begin to fall behind and enables students to move immediately into college or a profession with an industry recognized credential when they exit high school. And it must strengthen its system of governance and accountability, align funding in preK-12 education with the Commission’s recommendations, and give the State’s citizens confidence their investments in preK-12 education are producing the desired results, results that will make Maryland education not just a leader in the U.S. but among the world’s highest performing systems.

The Commission’s recommendations will require an increased investment by the State, which the Commission will quantify over the coming months. Just as important, however, the education system envisioned by the Commission also demands significant changes in many current practices, which means that some present expenditures can be redirected in more productive ways to support the Commission’s recommendations. The Commission has reached broad agreement that how money is spent is as important as how much is spent. Put another way, while additional funding is necessary, it alone is not sufficient to build a world-class education system for Maryland students.

A Vision for Maryland Schools

With the implementation of these recommendations, Maryland would have an education system where all students are on the path to college and career ready standards by the tenth grade, having mastered a curriculum benchmarked against international standards. Such a system would give students the option of spending their last two years in high school engaged in a rigorous career and technical education pathway leading to college or industry-certified credentials, taking Advanced Placement courses, enrolling in the International Baccalaureate Program, or working
toward an Associate of Arts degree. With such a system, Maryland could be ensured of a workforce that could support a vibrant, globally competitive economy and a high quality of life for all its citizens. To achieve such a vision, Maryland schools must:

- provide a system of early childhood education that enables all students to enter kindergarten ready to learn;
- have an ample supply of highly qualified, appropriately compensated teachers;
- provide the kind of support that children growing up in areas of concentrated poverty need to succeed in school and in life;
- give struggling learners and students with disabilities the kind of support that will enable them to succeed;
- significantly reduce achievement gaps based on income and race; and
- be held accountable for ensuring success of all students.

Achieving a Grand Alliance

In moving to the final phase of its work, the Commission recognizes that much hard work and many difficult decisions lie ahead. It must come to agreement on greater specificity for its recommendations. It must develop a detailed analysis of their costs, all tied to better-designed funding formulas. And it must reach its own “grand alliance,” as Massachusetts did, to create a final report that enjoys strong support among the various stakeholders represented on the Commission and across the State. For this grand alliance to be successful, it must ultimately be embraced and sustained by the State’s political, educational, and business leaders and – just as importantly, by the very people it is intended to support – the citizens of Maryland.

Despite these challenges, this is a moment of great opportunity for the State. Some of the groundwork for a high-quality education system has already been laid. While not at the level of high-performing systems globally, Maryland is seen as a national leader in its approach to early childhood education, and in its efforts to build a strong system of career and technical education. The State has also made a good start at building out curriculum frameworks across some subjects and grade levels and has been a national leader in both student participation and success in Advanced Placement courses. Moreover, the comprehensive college and career readiness legislation enacted in 2013 laid a strong foundation for the preK-12 and higher education systems to work with much greater synergy. Excellent schools already exist in Maryland; schools that provide a thoughtfully developed and aligned education curricula designed to bring every student from early childhood to a college and career readiness standards in high school. They just do not exist in nearly enough numbers nor in nearly enough regions of the State.
As it approaches the completion of its work, the Commission is mindful that the State will face a significant choice. It can ignore the recommendations, as has happened with too many reports that have tried to raise this alarm, and continue on its present education path, hoping for incremental gains in student performance. It can accept the consequences of maintaining the status quo, and expect to see worsening income disparities and life outcomes for those growing up in areas of concentrated poverty. Or, it can adopt the proposed recommendations, make a long-term commitment to their full implementation, rebuild its system based on practices that have proven to work elsewhere, distribute the benefits of education much more broadly across the State, and attract and retain businesses because of the excellent caliber of the State’s workforce.

That looks like an easy choice, but it is not. The Commission’s recommendations will require the State to make very difficult decisions and embrace a different way of “doing business” in preK-12 education, institute major new policies and practices, embrace rigorous accountability, and hold firm for full and complete implementation of its recommendations in the face of those who would rather accept the status quo and simply hope for better outcomes. While the choice is not easy, it is profound. Nothing less than the kind of future we envision for our State and the children of Maryland hangs in the balance.
Chapter 2:

Charge of Commission and Commission Approach to Work
Chapters 701 and 702 of 2016 established a 25-member Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education. The Commission’s members include legislators and various representatives of State and local government and education stakeholders as well as the business community. The specific membership of the Commission is shown in the Roster at the beginning of this report. University System of Maryland Chancellor Emeritus Dr. William “Brit” Kirwan was appointed by the Governor and Presiding Officers of the General Assembly to serve as chair of the Commission.

Commission Charge is Comprehensive

The Commission is charged with:

- reviewing the findings and recommendations of the Study on Adequacy of Funding for Education in the State of Maryland as required by Chapter 288 of 2002 and subsequent legislation, including:
  - the proxy used to identify economically disadvantaged students;
  - how to address issues of increasing and declining student enrollment;
  - the preferred approach to expanding publicly funded prekindergarten education, including expanding the services and supports needed in special education prekindergarten;
  - how to achieve greater equity in school finance and local wealth measures; and
  - the appropriate regional cost of education index and how the index should be used to adjust education funding;
- reviewing and assessing current education financing formulas and accountability measures and ensuring the adequacy and equity of funding for prekindergarten and other early childhood education programs;
- determining how the federal Every Student Succeeds Act will affect primary and secondary education in the State;
- determining how the State can better prepare students for postsecondary education and to be competitive in the workforce and with other high-performing countries in a global economy;
- reviewing how local school systems are spending education funds and ensuring that education funds are being spent efficiently and effectively and that local school systems are allocating their resources to improve student achievement;
- making recommendations for:
  - updating the base funding level for students without special needs and updating the per pupil weights for students with special needs to be applied to the base funding level to ensure that all students are adequately prepared for college and careers;
  - ensuring excellence in local school systems, student performance, and career and college readiness in the State;
addressing how to increase participation in innovative public school models that may require additional funding or alternative funding mechanisms, such as:

- dual enrollment programs;
- early and middle college programs;
- Pathways in Technology Early College High schools;
- apprenticeships and internships;
- career and technology education programs;
- community schools, including how the State can leverage federal 21st Century Community Learning Center Grants to expand community schools in the State; and
- other schools that provide innovative education through curriculum, structure, and socioeconomic diversity;

- addressing the impact of high concentrations of poverty on local school systems;
- ensuring that State laws promote collaboration between county governments and local school systems; and

- making any other recommendations on legislation and policy initiatives to enhance the availability of innovative educational opportunities and to enhance the adequacy and equity of State funding for prekindergarten through grade 12 public education in the State.

Adequate Funding

Chapter 288 of 2002, the Bridge to Excellence in Public Schools Act, established new primary State education aid formulas based on adequacy cost studies and other education finance analyses that were conducted in 2000 and 2001 under the purview of the Commission on Education Finance, Equity, and Excellence, also known as the Thornton Commission. The concept of adequacy is based on determining the level of resources that is adequate for all public school students to have the opportunity to achieve academic proficiency standards. At the time, the funding formulas recommended by the Thornton Commission were viewed as a highly innovative approach and achieved what was considered to be an equitably distributed “adequate” level of funding across the State. An increase of approximately $1.3 billion in State funding to implement the Bridge to Excellence Act was phased in over six years, reaching full implementation in fiscal 2008. In total, State and local education funding increased $3.6 billion over that period. Since fiscal 2009, State and local funding have increased modestly. In part due to the Great Recession, followed by a low-inflation economic environment, per pupil funding has increased about 2% annually.

The Bridge to Excellence in Public Schools Act also required the State to contract with a consultant to conduct a follow-up study of the adequacy of education funding in the State approximately 10 years after its enactment. After legislation in 2011 and 2012 delayed the beginning of the study and required additional reports to be included in the study, work on the adequacy study began in June 2014, when a contract was awarded by the Maryland State Department of Education, in collaboration with the
Chapter 2: Charge of Commission

Department of Budget and Management and the Department of Legislative Services, to Augenblick, Palaich, and Associates (APA) and its team of researchers that includes Picus, Odden and Associates and the Maryland Equity Project.

APA submitted its final report in November 2016, and, overall, recommended that in order to provide adequate funding, a total increase of $2.9 billion over fiscal 2015 is needed, with $1.9 billion from the State and $1.0 billion from counties (including Baltimore City), excluding State teacher retirement costs. APA recommended keeping the basic structure of the school finance system in Maryland, with adjustments to the funding formulas and changes to calculating enrollment, regional cost differences, and local wealth. The APA recommendations are discussed in Chapter 4.

Commission Meets in Fall 2016 and Throughout 2017

The Commission was fully appointed in August 2016 and held its first meeting in September 2016. The first meetings in fall 2016 included briefings by APA on the adequacy study recommendations and its related reports as well as briefings by the Maryland State Department of Education and Department of Legislative Services on the state of preK-12 education in Maryland, trends in State and local education funding, an overview of State education aid formulas, and a history of the Thornton Commission and adequate funding. The Commission was also briefed on the National Conference of State Legislatures recent report No Time to Lose, which urges states to acknowledge that U.S. student performance has been overtaken by other countries over the past 20 years and that education reforms consisting of one “silver bullet” after another have not worked. The Commission submitted a summary of its 2016 interim work to the Governor and General Assembly in December 2016, which is included in the Appendices.

In essence, the Commission has a two-part charge:

- review and recommend any needed changes to update the current education funding formulas (known as the Thornton formulas); and

- make policy recommendations that would enable Maryland’s preK-12 system to perform at the level of the best-performing systems in the world.

In order to address its first charge, the Commission concluded that it must first respond to the second. Until specific policy recommendations are developed and agreed upon, it is not possible to assess their costs and update the Thornton funding formulas. The Commission will continue to study the Thornton funding formulas and, in its final report, update and integrate them with its policy recommendations.

In order to develop appropriate policy recommendations, in January 2017, the Commission asked the National Center on Education and the Economy (NCEE) to perform a gap analysis to help the Commission compare Maryland’s education system to systems in top-performing countries and states. The gap analysis was designed to help the Commission identify policy priorities and implementation strategies to be considered in conjunction with changes to the State education aid formulas. NCEE
presented the 9 Building Blocks for World-Class Education Systems to the Commission. Each building block represents a policy area that Maryland should pursue to achieve student outcomes that are comparable to those in top-performing systems. During the 2017 interim, the Commission explored each building block and gap analysis prepared by NCEE. A summary of each gap analysis is included in Chapter 5. NCEE’s full gap analyses are contained in Volume II to this preliminary report.

The Commission has held 17 all-day meetings to date. At most of these meetings, the Commission set aside time for public comment during which 36 people took the opportunity to testify before the Commission. This included testimony from students and representatives from advocacy groups in special education, arts, health, child care and prekindergarten, teachers, superintendents, and boards of education. The Commission also held four evening events throughout Maryland (Stevensville, Frederick, Upper Marlboro, and Baltimore City) in fall 2017 for parents, teachers, students, and any other members of the public to testify on policies and strategies to make Maryland a top-performing education system. In total, 165 people testified at these four public hearings. However, many more were in the audience to listen. The full agendas for each meeting are available in the Appendices and all of the meeting materials, including video and/or audio recordings of each meeting, are available on the Commission’s website at http://bit.ly/MDCommission.

Commission Requests Extension to 2018

Chapters 701 and 702 of 2016 required that a final report be submitted to the Governor and General Assembly by December 31, 2017. Given the enormity of its task, however, the Commission has asked for an extension of time to complete its work in 2018. During the 2017 interim, the Commission was able to reach consensus on major policy areas and preliminary recommendations. These preliminary recommendations are summarized in Chapter 3 and detailed in Chapter 5. However, the Commission determined that in order to finalize its policy recommendations, they must first be evaluated for their cost so that they can be properly folded into the recommendations relating to the funding formulas that the Commission will include in its final report.
Chapter 3:

Summary of Preliminary Recommendations and Next Steps
During 2017, the Commission reviewed the 9 Building Blocks and the gap analyses prepared by the National Center on Education and the Economy (NCEE) that compared Maryland’s education system and outcomes with top-performing systems in the world – Singapore, Shanghai (China), Finland, and Ontario (Canada) – and three U.S. states – Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and New Jersey. The Commission also heard from other experts from the United States and around the world on the importance of, and best practices in (1) providing early childhood education; (2) teacher quality and teacher preparation; (3) instructional systems and integrated college and career pathways; (4) school finance equity and more resources for at-risk students (including low-income, English language learners, special education students); and (5) governance and accountability.

These became the five areas around which the Commission organized its policy recommendations. Exhibit 3.1 (next page) shows how the five policy areas encompass the 9 Building Blocks. The Commission’s findings and recommendations in each policy area are detailed in Chapter 5. A brief summary of the preliminary recommendations follows below. In reviewing the preliminary recommendations, the Commission wants to emphasize that these recommendations must work together to form an integrated education system and are not a series of independent policies and practices.

**Early Childhood Education is Critical**

Maryland is widely regarded as a leader in early childhood education in the United States, from its Family Support Centers and Judy Centers that coordinate necessary services for low-income children and their families to compulsory full-day kindergarten for all five-year-olds and the availability of half-day prekindergarten for low-income four-year-olds. However, unlike 10 other states, Maryland does not offer universal education for four-year-olds. Maryland must expand its current early childhood education program so that all four-year-olds, regardless of income, have an opportunity to enroll in a quality full-day program. This can be accomplished with a “diverse delivery” system composed of both public and private providers. The State should offer free education for students from low-income families while higher-income families would be expected to pay a portion of the cost. Three-year-olds from low-income families should also have access to a quality full-day program. Provision of a full-day program must be given to special education children regardless of family income.

Policies designed to support these changes, mainly increasing the supply of quality early childhood educators and providers, would need to be phased in over time. The Commission also believes it is critical that every child is assessed before entering kindergarten in order to provide a baseline of the child’s school readiness, which will inform the teacher’s instruction, and to provide baseline information that will help to assess the quality of the early education being provided.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maryland Education Commission Main Policy Areas</th>
<th>9 Building Blocks for a World-Class Education System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early Childhood Education</td>
<td>1. Provide strong supports for children and their families before students arrive at school</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Ample Supply of Highly Qualified and Diverse Teachers and School Leaders | 5. Assure an abundant supply of highly qualified teachers  
6. Redesign schools to be places in which teachers will be treated as professionals, with incentives and support to continuously improve their professional practice and the performance of their students.  
8. Create a leadership development system that develops leaders at all levels to manage such systems effectively. |
| College and Career Readiness Pathways           | 3. Develop world-class highly coherent instructional systems  
4. Create clear gateways for students through the system, set to global standards, with no dead ends.  
7. Create an effective system of career and technical education and training. |
| More Resources for At-risk Students              | 2. Provide more resources for at-risk students than for others. |
| Governance and Accountability                   | 9. Institute a governance system that has the authority and legitimacy to develop coherent, powerful policies and is capable of implementing them at scale. |
The Commission learned that Maryland and the United States are far behind top-performing systems in providing support to young children and their families, not just to three- and four-year-olds but for prenatal and postnatal care as well. These supports include free medical care, paid family leave, and free or heavily subsidized child care. In many other countries they also include subsidized housing, parental “allowances” and baby “bonuses,” and other financial support.

While the Commission recognizes that many of these supports may not be explicitly part of its charge, it feels it would be remiss to ignore the impact that a child’s first three years can have on the rest of the child’s life. Therefore, the Commission urges Maryland to adopt better support for families with young children like the top-performing systems do. Specifically, the Commission recommends that the State (1) significantly expand its network of Judy Centers and Family Support Centers to reach all low-income families with children who need them; (2) increase child care subsidies so that working families have access to affordable, high-quality child care; and (3) expand the current infant and toddlers program that provides support to families with special needs children.

**Elevating the Teaching Profession is Essential**

In examining top-performing systems, the Commission learned that these systems tend to recruit the best students into teaching and retain them because teaching is treated as a high-status profession, not unlike engineering, architecture, or business, with the accompanying expectations and compensation of a well-educated professional. An abundance of highly qualified teachers working as high-status professionals is perhaps the single biggest factor in the success of these top-performing systems.

In the United States, teaching is still viewed in most places as more of a “blue collar” job with no real opportunities for professional advancement without leaving the classroom. The State faces a significant and growing shortage of highly qualified teachers. If the State hopes to have a system that performs at the level of the world’s best systems it simply must invest in elevating the status of the teaching profession so that more of our most talented young people – and adults – choose to become and remain successful teachers. Accomplishing this goal will require a wide-ranging change in policies and, to avoid teacher shortages and other unintended consequences, a coordinated effort over time.

Another concern in Maryland is a shortage of teachers from diverse racial backgrounds. The Commission believes, and evidence shows, that some school children respond better to and are inspired by a teacher who “looks like me.” Given Maryland’s rapidly changing demographics and that, currently, only 25% of Maryland’s teachers are members of minority groups, the State needs to make special efforts to recruit a more diverse teaching workforce.

As part of its effort to elevate the status of the teaching profession, the State will need to develop a career ladder framework that will allow teachers to improve their skills and advance in their profession, while primarily remaining in the classroom, with a
significant portion of compensation ultimately tied to placement and advancement on the ladder. Teachers rising to the level of Master Teacher should be highly effective teachers, leaders in their schools, and successful mentors to other teachers. The career ladder should be Y shaped with teachers beginning at the base and then choosing the “Master Teacher” or “Administrator” track, with assistant principals and principals first working primarily in the classroom and demonstrating success as teachers and mentors. While the career ladder will have a statewide framework, local school systems and bargaining units would negotiate the compensation and specific responsibilities at each step, as well as any additional ladder steps or requirements added to the statewide framework, through local negotiations.

Teaching standards must also be increased to levels similar to top-performing systems like Massachusetts, which has adopted the most rigorous teacher certification standards in the United States. Teachers trained in Maryland and those coming from out of state, which are currently the majority of teachers employed in Maryland’s public schools, must all be held to the same standard. Likewise, renewal of teacher certification must be tied to demonstrating effective teaching at a high level and not simply taking continuing education courses, which has not proven to be effective in improving teaching quality.

As the career ladder is implemented and teaching standards are increased, teachers’ compensation and working conditions must be improved and should be benchmarked against other professions requiring similar levels of education. During this transition period, Maryland needs to systematically phase in salary increases for teachers (above and beyond cost-of-living adjustments) over the next four to five years in order to stem the decline in teacher recruitment and retention and to begin reducing the gap between compensation levels for teachers and other professions requiring comparable levels of education.

While salary is important, teachers report that their working conditions are equally if not more important. Maryland needs to change the way its schools are organized and managed to make them more effective and to create a more professional environment for teaching, which the career ladder is designed to facilitate and support. The State should phase in a reduction of the maximum time, currently 70% to 80%, that teachers are expected to teach in a typical week. This would give teachers more time to work as professionals in collaboration, as is the case for teachers in countries with high-performing systems, to improve the curriculum, instructional delivery, and tutor students with special needs. In order to effectively use this additional collaborative time and the new organization of schools, teachers should receive training on the Commission’s recommendations and the best uses of collaborative time to build professional learning communities.

For higher education, teacher preparation programs must modify their programs to reach the higher certification standards. The State should use its recently expanded program approval authority to ensure that teacher preparation programs are rigorous and accountable. Programs must ensure that teachers are required to master a content
area as well as pedagogy; receive the research, data analysis, and observation training they need to evaluate students’ instructional needs and instructional materials; and have appropriate and diverse experiences in the classroom so they are prepared for the realities they will be faced with in the classroom. Teacher preparation programs must also work more closely with school systems, and vice versa, to ensure the success of their teachers in the classroom, particularly in the first few years.

To incentivize school systems and teacher preparation programs working more closely, the Commission is proposing the creation of “collaboratives” consisting of one or more local school systems and teacher preparation programs supported by multiyear seed grants. These collaboratives would work together to, among other things, elevate standards for admission and reform teacher preparation and training programs, create more effective teacher induction programs, implement career ladders, and professionalize the working environment in schools. The collaboratives would develop pilot programs for implementing statewide the new leadership development systems, teaching career ladder systems, and advanced forms of school organization and management that the Commission is recommending.

There are additional recommendations in this policy area that relate to teacher recruitment and teacher induction programs. This policy area involves the most recommendations and undoubtedly will be the most costly to implement. As a result, the Commission will be spending substantial time in 2018 determining the appropriate balance of increases in teacher salaries, reductions in teachers’ class time, the availability of anticipated savings that can be reallocated as a result of implementing its recommendations, and other related policies.

Students Must Leave High School Better Prepared for College and Careers

Top-performing systems typically have a tightly aligned, high-standards curriculum available to all students who must take a standardized test at the end of tenth grade to determine whether a student is qualified to pursue further studies or begin a career. For their final two years in high school, students go either into a program intended to prepare them for university or for a career in a high-skill profession, with work beginning right after high school or after more career and technical education at the postsecondary level. In many countries, students who are in a career and technical program increasingly go on to postsecondary education after high school, and students who are in the academic stream in high school are getting vocational qualifications as well as academic credentials. In these countries, employers and universities know just what it means to have met the tenth-grade qualification, what is typically referred to as college and career readiness in the United States. Ultimately, this is exactly what a high school diploma should signal to employers and colleges and universities in Maryland and across the United States.

No state in the United States has built a real system based on all of these attributes. But Maryland has assets that can be built upon to create such a system. Maryland was
among the first states to develop College and Career Ready Standards, which are measured by the Partnership for the Assessment of Readiness for College and Career (PARCC) tests that are aligned with the standards. Students are currently expected to reach the Maryland College and Career Ready standard by the end of their junior year, although only about 40% of high school students have so far done so. These elements can be built on to create a qualification system set to global standards. To do that, the Commission recommends that a standard called “on track for college and career readiness” be established that students are expected to meet by the end of the tenth grade, and a defined set of college and career pathways for the junior and senior years be created, which would include access to an Advanced Placement (AP) or International Baccalaureate (IB) curriculum and rigorous technical training leading to an industry certified credential. To do this, the entire education system must be aligned from the early grades through tenth grade to provide students with the opportunity to meet the standard by the end of tenth grade, although the Commission recognizes that it may take some students longer to reach the standard.

An “early warning system” must be created as soon as possible that enables teachers to better identify students in every grade who either start the school year behind or are beginning to fall behind, and to work to get the student back on track. While there will always be a number of struggling learners who require more resources, ultimately this system will be designed to catch many students and address their learning deficiencies before they fall too far behind. During the transition period to the new system, additional resources and support will be needed to address struggling learners.

Students who are “on track” must have rigorous pathways toward college, including more IB and AP diploma opportunities and even the ability to earn an associate’s degree while still in high school, not just for those students in designated early college high schools. They must also have access to high-quality career pathways that result in either an industry-recognized credential or entry into a demanding postsecondary program of technical education and training. Apprenticeships and other opportunities to participate in a career while in high school must be significantly expanded. While Maryland has made considerable progress in creating Career and Technical Education (CTE) programs, the State must make significant changes in its approach to CTE education if it wants to provide high-quality programs similar to those established by countries leading the way in this arena. The Commission recommends that a small group of individuals with expertise in CTE and Maryland employers be formed as soon as possible to benchmark Maryland CTE programs against the best in the world and make recommendations to build out rigorous career pathways and apprenticeships that meet the needs of Maryland’s economy and employers.

More Resources Must be Provided for At-risk Students

Maryland ranks eleventh in per pupil spending in the United States in fiscal 2014, but drops to nineteenth when adjusted for regional cost differences, even though Maryland’s median income is the highest in the nation. The average of spending in the benchmark states of Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New Hampshire is $2,200 per
student more than Maryland, which includes state, local, and federal funds. Still, Maryland spends about 50% more than the top-performing countries, although this does not take into account that many of these countries spend much more on general support and social, medical, dental, and other services for families with young children than the United States does, none of which is accounted for in their school budgets. In the United States, the schools bear the burden of trying to address the problems that the lack of such support in this country causes for the schools as they try to educate students who are increasingly entering school far less ready.

It came as a surprise to many on the Commission that Maryland does not do well on measures of funding equity. Although Maryland has the highest weight in the country for low-income students in its funding formula, the State spends 4.9% less money (state and local) on poor school districts than on wealthy ones, making it the State with the fifteenth most regressive funding system in the nation. By contrast, Massachusetts spends 7.3% more money on students in low-income districts.

The Commission endorses the basic structure of the Thornton funding formulas with a base funding amount per pupil and weights applied to the base for at-risk students, which includes low-income students (as a proxy for students at risk of failing academically), English language learners, and students with disabilities. However, until the “costing out” of the preliminary policy recommendations is completed, the Commission cannot make recommendations on the amount of the base funding in the formula, or the weights to be applied to that base for at-risk students. For the purpose of costing out the preliminary recommendations, the Commission recommends that the special education weight be increased. The final recommendations will specify the weight, which should be a placeholder until an in-depth study is conducted by experts. Implementation of the new tenth grade standard and early warning system described above should ultimately reduce the number of students identified as needing special education services over time except for the most severely disabled, which is the case in top-performing countries.

The Commission also recommends that a new weight for schools with high concentrations of students living in poverty should be added. An analysis of what this additional weight should be and whether the weight should be differentiated among levels of high poverty will be conducted and included in the Commission’s final report. Wraparound services for at-risk students and their families must be significantly increased so that all students have the opportunity for academic success. To the extent that existing providers cannot meet the needs of students, the new concentration of poverty factor should provide the funding to support these services. These services must include incorporating a service coordinator at each school with the proportion of students living in poverty above a certain level to coordinate services provided by public and private agencies and expanding the community schools strategy. The physical and mental health needs of students and their families must also be addressed as well as the need for expanded learning time such as after school and summer programs.
Greater Accountability is Necessary for Success

In the United States, unlike in top-performing countries, preK-12 spending and accountability are highly decentralized and policies and practices are not routinely benchmarked against top-performing systems. Many different bodies have independent authority for specific parts of the P-20 education system and frequently work at cross purposes with one another. The system for governing education in Maryland, like the systems throughout the United States, can best be described as highly fractionalized and lacking in accountability. Maryland will have to find an innovative approach to education governance and accountability in order to get the same kind of coherence and power from the education system being proposed by the Commission that top-performing countries have achieved. Put another way, the question is how to set up a governance and accountability mechanism for implementing the Commission’s final recommendations that maximizes the chance that the recommendations will be well and truly implemented.

The Thornton Commission recommended, and the Bridge to Excellence legislation codified, a master plan requirement that was innovative at the time and in theory held school systems accountable for the use of education aid, but it did not work as intended. Master plans, both the writing process by the school systems and the review process by the Maryland State Department of Education (MSDE), became more compliance driven rather than a real “strategic plan” for education policies and practices to be implemented with fidelity. The master plans did not result in systemic changes in policies and practices that produced sustainable and ever-increasing outcomes. The task in this case is to establish a governance and accountability structure for implementing the Commission’s recommendations similar in form but very different in practice from the structure established by Thornton, a structure that stands on what was learned from Maryland’s experience with Thornton. The nature of the criteria used to judge school system master plans must be very different. Instead of describing particular interventions that must be used, the criteria must focus on, for example, whether a district is doing what is required to find, hire, train, and provide working conditions that would attract highly qualified teachers and enable them to do the best work of which they are capable.

The Commission believes there must be a strong system of accountability in the implementation of its recommendations. In particular, a meaningful portion of new funding must be subject to the approval of specific plans to implement the Commission’s recommendations and must be subject to demonstrated progress towards greater student success. The Commission’s final report will further address this issue as well as the appropriate entity or entities to monitor implementation of the Commission’s recommendations. During the implementation period of the Commission’s recommendations, and after full implementation is completed, periodic evaluations of whether the Commission’s goals are being achieved and their effectiveness should be required.

Chapter 3: Summary of Preliminary Recommendations 25
The Commission also recommends that Maryland join the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) survey so that it can compare itself, like Massachusetts, to education systems around the world on both student achievement and the strategies that top systems are using to get both high achievement and high equity.

**Next Steps**

In early 2018, the Commission will break into a workgroup for each of the five policy areas and sets of recommendations described above. Working with Commission staff, Augenblick, Palaich and Associates Consulting (APA) and NCEE, and other experts, the workgroups will develop greater specificity for each of its preliminary recommendations in order to “cost out” their fiscal impact, both individually and as a complete system. This process, which could be described as a “successful nations” method, is one of several methodologies that the Commission will use to determine the costs of enabling Maryland schools to match the performance of the schools within the most successful education systems. The fiscal impact will include both new funding and, where possible, the reallocation of existing funding to support these priorities. The workgroups and the Commission are committed to exploring the potential for reallocation of existing spending as current policies and practices are phased out and replaced over time by those in the Commission’s recommendations.

Most of the results of the “costing out” process will then be synthesized into the funding formulas, and the Commission will consider them alongside APA’s adequacy recommendations. Some costs of implementing the Commission recommendations will be attributable to other entities, such as MSDE and higher education institutions, and will lie outside the formulas. Therefore, until the “costing out” work is completed, the Commission cannot make recommendations on the amount of the base funding in the formula, nor the weights to be applied to that base for at-risk students. Once this process is complete, the Commission will be in a position to recommend the “adequate” amount of funding needed for the purpose of enabling Maryland students to achieve the Commission’s proposed College and Career Ready standard. These recommendations will be included in the Commission’s final report.

Additional aspects of the funding formulas for Maryland schools will be addressed in the final report after the costing out of the preliminary policy recommendations is completed. These include determining (1) the base per pupil amount and weights for at-risk student populations; (2) the method for calculating local wealth; (3) the equitable distribution of funds; (4) the possible inclusion of a geographic cost adjustment factor; (5) the proxy for estimating the number of low-income students; (6) the funding for prekindergarten; (7) the possible requirement for local school systems to fund their share of the at-risk funding formula; and (8) the impact on the local maintenance of effort requirement.
Chapter 4:

Summary of Consultant Reports
Augenblick, Palaich and Associates

Maryland’s constitution requires the State to provide a “thorough and efficient system of free public schools” to the State’s students. In 1999, the Commission on Education Finance, Equity, and Excellence (a.k.a., the Thornton Commission) was created to recommend changes to the State’s school finance system that would enable the schools to provide an “adequate” education. “Adequate” was defined as an education that would enable students to achieve the new State academic standards. A consulting firm, Augenblick and Myers (a precursor to Augenblick, Palaich and Associates [APA]), was engaged to advise the Thornton Commission. APA recommended that the State create a base formula for funding Maryland schools with a standard (or base) amount for each student in the State, plus three additional weights applied to the base formula for students at-risk of failing to meet the State’s standards, including low-income students, English language learners, and special education students. These formulas would be used to calculate the State contribution to the school systems, which would then be free to use the money as they saw fit, with the State holding the school systems accountable for the use of additional funds to improve student performance. The amount of the base and the percentages of that base amount used to calculate the additional amounts for each category of at-risk students were calculated using a combination of standard “adequacy” methods, involving expert opinion (the “professional judgment” method was used, “evidence-based” is another method that has since been developed), and calculations of the actual spending by schools that were getting students to standards similar to the ones to be implemented by the State (the “successful schools” method).

Chapter 288 of 2002, the Bridge to Excellence in Public Schools Act, established new State education aid formulas for primary and secondary schools based on the recommendations of the Thornton Commission. The Bridge to Excellence legislation also required a follow-up study of the adequacy of education funding in the State to be undertaken approximately 10 years after its enactment. The study was delayed by Chapter 397 of 2011 in part due to the fiscal downturn and also because Maryland had just adopted new student education standards. The study was required to begin by June 30, 2014, and be completed by December 1, 2016.

In June 2014, following the State procurement process, APA was awarded the contract to conduct the adequacy study. The contract was managed by the Maryland State Department of Education (MSDE) in collaboration with the Department of Budget and Management and the Department of Legislative Services (DLS). APA’s team included, among others, Picus Odden and Associates and researchers at the Maryland Equity Project, which is based at the University of Maryland, College Park Campus. The Maryland College- and Career-Ready Standards serve as the framework for the required academic standards. In addition, two years of results from the new State assessments aligned with the standards were considered as well as the science and high school assessment requirements. The study was to include:
• adequacy cost studies that identify a base funding level for all students and the per pupil weights for students with special needs, also known as at-risk students, to be applied to the base funding level;
• an analysis and update of the Maryland Geographic Cost of Education Index;
• the equity of the State education finance structure and the local wealth calculation;
• the impact of increasing and decreasing enrollments on local school systems;
• the use of free and reduced-price meal eligibility as the proxy for identifying economically disadvantaged students;
• an analysis of the effects of concentrations of poverty on adequacy targets;
• the expansion of prekindergarten services and funding; and
• the impact of school size on student achievement and operating costs.

In recognition of the wide-reaching impact that these studies would have, a stakeholder workgroup was formed so that APA could keep the stakeholders informed of the progress of their study and provide an opportunity for the stakeholders to ask questions of and give feedback to APA. The group consisted of representatives from State government, local governments, local superintendents, local boards of education, parents, teachers’ unions, higher education, advocates for education, and the business community. The final and main report, *The Study of Adequacy Funding in Maryland*, was submitted in November 2016. The following is a summary of each report. Website addresses for each report are provided in Exhibit 4.1 (next page).

**Base Funding Level and Special Needs Student Weights**

The current funding formulas for providing State aid to local school systems are largely based on the following factors: (1) a per pupil foundation funding amount; (2) weights from which an extra per pupil amount is provided for students with special needs; (3) a regional cost adjustment; (4) enrollment; and (5) the wealth of a local school system relative to others in the State.

These five factors, when considered together, lead to how much State education aid is provided to each local school system and how much education aid must be provided by the county. While APA makes recommendations for changes within each of these factors, they do not recommend abandoning this basic structure. Overall, the APA report recommends that, in order to provide adequate funding, a total increase of $2.9 billion over fiscal 2015 is needed, with $1.9 billion from the State and $1.0 billion from counties (including Baltimore City). This amount does not include State teacher retirement costs.

For the base per pupil foundation amount, the APA report recommends raising the amount of funding provided for each student to $10,880. For a frame of reference, the foundation per pupil amount was $6,860 in fiscal 2015 and $7,012 in fiscal 2018. The report also recommends adjusting the current weights for special needs students as follows: (1) 35% of the per pupil foundation amount for each low-income student
Exhibit 4.1: List of APA Reports and Web Addresses for Full Reports

Final Report of the Study of Adequacy of Funding for Education in Maryland, November 30, 2016

Appendices A-E for Final Report of the Study of Adequacy of Funding for Education in Maryland, November 30, 2016

Appendix F: Full Report and School Case Studies for the Evidence-Based Approach to Estimating a Base Spending Level and Pupil Weights for Maryland, November 30, 2016

Summary of School Size Report, September 12, 2014


Evaluation of the Use of Free and Reduced-Price Meal Eligibility as a Proxy for Identifying Economically Disadvantaged Students. Alternative Measures and Recommendations, June 30, 2015

Final Report of the Study of Increasing and Declining Enrollment in Maryland Public Schools, June 30, 2015

Analysis of School Finance Equity and Local Wealth Measures in Maryland, revised December 11, 2015

A Comprehensive Analysis of Prekindergarten in Maryland, revised January 6, 2016

Geographic Cost of Education Adjustment for Maryland, revised November 23, 2015
(currently 97% is provided); (2) 35% for students with limited English proficiency (currently 99%); and (3) 91% for each special education student (currently 74%).

Also, the report recommends providing an additional 29% of the per pupil foundation amount for four-year-old children in full-day prekindergarten. APA is also recommending that counties should be required to provide their proportion of the cost for these at-risk formulas; the current funding formulas for special needs students do not require the counties to provide funding for their share of this cost.

Enrollment

The study assessed the impact of enrollment changes on district finances and included an analysis of enrollment trends and their relationship to local school system characteristics and operational costs. The study examined Maryland school district responses to enrollment changes from 2005 to 2014 and found that generally most school districts appear to manage their school facilities and adjust instructional and non-instructional staffing to respond to enrollment changes. In addition, the study examined how fixed and variable costs are impacted differently by enrollment changes and described options and limitations districts face when experiencing enrollment changes.

The research team found that as of December 2014, 16 states, including Maryland, have no provisions in their funding formulas to accommodate declining enrollment. The states that do address the funding consequences of school enrollment declines take a number of different approaches. In Maryland currently, the number of students used to calculate total funding is the most recent actual enrollment count in each school system as of September 30. Due to the timing of the budget request and approval cycle, this means that, for example, the funding for the 2017-2018 school year is based on the actual number of students enrolled in September 2016. APA recommends to instead use the higher student count of either a rolling average of the three prior years or the count currently used. This method will ensure that as enrollment is increasing, a school system will receive commensurate funding, but as enrollment may be decreasing, the resulting decline in funding will be softened from year to year.

This recommendation has been temporarily put into place due to several school systems experiencing chronic declining enrollment. Chapter 6 of 2017 established an enrollment-based supplemental grant that would provide funding if the county’s most recent prior three-year average full-time enrollment (FTE) is greater than the FTE in the previous school year. This legislation is only effective for fiscal years 2018 through 2020 as a stop-gap measure. Once the Commission makes its final recommendations during the 2018 interim, a decision will be made whether to make this change permanent.

Geographic Cost of Education Index

The State provides additional aid to local school systems in which the cost of providing education services is higher than in other jurisdictions. The calculation of this
additional aid is called the geographic cost of education index (GCEI) and is currently calculated based on hedonic modeling, which is a statistical methodology that assigns dollar “weights” to teacher-specific and location-specific factors that determine individual teachers’ salaries. APA recommends switching to a comparable wage index (CWI), which is a more simplified calculation that focuses on (1) the wages paid to workers with similar qualification levels as teachers, but excludes wages paid to teachers; (2) worker preferences; and (3) local amenities. Currently, funding is not reduced in districts with lower than average costs, the GCEI is only applied to the foundation program, and the State pays both the State and local shares of the additional cost. APA is recommending that State aid should be reduced in those counties with lower than average costs, the CWI should be applied to both the foundation program and the additional funding streams for special needs students, and local jurisdictions should pay the local share of the additional costs.

**Equity and Local Wealth**

To determine how much State aid is provided to a particular school system, the relative wealth of a county as compared to the State as a whole is calculated. This calculation leads to more State aid being provided (and less local aid needed) for local school systems with lower than average wealth. There are several factors that impact the distribution of State aid based on this wealth calculation. The changes to these factors can greatly alter the distribution of State aid and the required local appropriation.

APA recommends using November 1 to calculate a county’s net taxable income (NTI), which is a component of calculating the wealth of a county. Currently, NTI is measured on both September 1 and November 1, and the greater amount of State aid that results from these two calculations is provided.

Currently, a county’s wealth includes both the income of county residents (NTI) and a portion of the assessed value of the property in the county. These two amounts are added together to calculate the overall wealth of a county. APA recommends switching to a multiplication calculation whereby each county’s percent of the State average NTI is multiplied by each county’s property wealth. The overall effect of this approach will magnify the disparities in wealth between all 24 counties and significantly alters the distribution of State aid.

Currently, the formulas have a mechanism that guarantees that every local school system, regardless of a county’s wealth, will receive a minimum of 15% of the total foundation aid from the State and a minimum of 40% of the aid for special needs students from the State. The APA report is recommending that each of these minimums, referred to as “funding floors,” be eliminated.

**Proxy for Determining Economically Disadvantaged Students**

Since fiscal 2004, the State compensatory aid formula for students with educational needs resulting from educationally or economically disadvantaged environments has been calculated using the number of students eligible for free and reduced-price meals
(FRPM). The main purpose of this report was to evaluate FRPM eligibility as a proxy for identifying economically disadvantaged students, including consideration of alternative measures in light of the new federal Community Eligibility Provision (CEP) program, which allows schools and school systems to provide free meals to every student if they meet certain eligibility criteria. Schools and school systems that participate in CEP are not required to collect FRPM eligibility information, which could have significant implications for calculating compensatory aid.

The study team reviewed various indicators of low-income status such as FRPM-based hybrid models, free meal counts, direct certification, and Title I counts. They concluded that although each indicator reviewed in the study provides a reasonable proxy for economic need or low-income status, FRPM eligibility or the use of direct certification are the best proxies for identifying economically disadvantaged students in Maryland. Using FRPM eligibility maintains the status quo for calculating compensatory aid but would require school systems participating in CEP to collect FRPM eligibility information. Using direct certification as an indicator of low-income status would represent a major change in the State’s compensatory education formula. Direct certification uses a lower income threshold to identify low-income students, resulting in a lower count than the FRPM count. This would direct greater aid to school systems that serve a higher proportion of more severely economically disadvantaged students. The study team suggested that a switch to direct certification would have to occur over time and suggested expanding the number of social services used to identify economically disadvantaged students to capture more students because direct certification verifies FRPM eligibility by computer matched data records for various social programs with school system enrollment lists.

Concentration of Poverty

APA conducted a literature review on the effects of the level of poverty within a school on student performance. There is consistent evidence that poverty negatively affects students in multiple ways, particularly regarding language gaps, summer learner loss, attendance, and motivation. APA determined that schools with a high percentage of low-income students (i.e., a high concentration of poverty) require additional services and resources to support student achievement. Currently, Maryland’s funding formula addresses this correlation by including the same weight for each low-income student to provide additional funding. APA recommended that this practice be continued and did not recommend that a higher weight be provided for school systems or schools with high concentrations of poverty. APA suggested that Maryland must support, or continue to support, research-based strategies that are effective in combating the effects of concentrated poverty. Four such strategies include prekindergarten, summer school, afterschool programs, and a community coordinator who can connect families at a school with available supporting resources.
Expansion of Prekindergarten Services and Funding

APA recommended to start including in the funding formula the number of 4-year-olds enrolled in a high-quality prekindergarten program as measured by the Maryland Excellence Counts in Early Learning and School-age Child Care (EXCELS) Program and to include a weight for prekindergarten students as discussed above. Currently, these students are not counted in enrollment but an adjustment to the weight for low-income students is made to provide funding to school systems for prekindergarten services. Because this is a major charge to the Commission, Chapters 25 and 779 of 2017 established the Workgroup to Study the Implementation of Universal Access to Prekindergarten for 4-Year-Olds, which was given the charge to estimate the number and portion of eligible 4-year-old children currently being served by publicly funded prekindergarten programs and to submit recommendations regarding an implementation plan to make full-day prekindergarten universally available to 4-year-old children, based on APA’s report. Following five meetings, the workgroup submitted a report in September 2017 to the Commission.

Generally, the workgroup recommended that universal, high-quality, full-day prekindergarten should be provided to all 4-year-old children in a mixed delivery system to include schools (public and private), child care centers, family child care homes, and Head Start programs. Additionally, it was recommended that this should be phased in over at least 10 years.

School Size Study

The study examined certain aspects of school size, such as the impact on student achievement, operating costs, and school construction funding programs. The study found that the cost per student is highest at the extremes (i.e., the smallest and largest schools) and recommended enrollment limits for new schools based on the points at which schools in Maryland start becoming both less cost efficient and less productive: 700 students in elementary schools; 900 students in middle schools; and 1,700 students in high schools. The study also recommended that the State develop a small schools incentive grant program that would provide financial incentives and support for replacing the State’s largest, low-performing schools or for renovating existing large school buildings.
In January of 2017 the Commission contracted with the National Center on Education and the Economy (NCEE) to perform a gap analysis to help the Commission compare Maryland’s education system to systems in top-performing countries and states. NCEE has spent more than two decades studying top-performing school systems and developed the 9 Building Blocks for World-Class Education Systems. The gap analysis was designed to help the commission identify policy priorities and implementation strategies to be considered in conjunction with changes to the State aid education formulas. Each building block represents a policy area that Maryland should pursue to achieve student outcomes that are comparable to those in top-performing systems and are discussed below.

Building Block 1: Provide Strong Supports for Children and their Families Before Students Arrive at School

Building Block 1 addresses policies to improve and intensify early childhood education programs, increase the affordability of high-quality child care, build on the capacity of early childhood educators, and increase supports for children zero to three years old and their families.

Building Block 2: Provide More Resources for At-risk Students than for Others

This building block addresses equity in funding between poor school districts and wealthy ones and whether the State should adjust the weights for the at-risk populations: English language learners; low-income students; and special education students. Building Block 2 also addresses the local wealth calculation and funding the local share of at-risk student weights.

Building Block 3: Develop World-class, Highly Coherent Instructional Systems

Building Block 4: Create Clear Gateways for Students through the System, Set to Global Standards, With No Dead Ends

Building Block 7: Create an Effective System of Career and Technical Education and Training

Building blocks 3, 4, and 7 focus on instructional systems which include curriculum standards and assessments, high school graduation requirements and college and career readiness, and building on career and technology education programs and pathways to industry certification and apprenticeships.
Building Block 5: Assure an Abundant Supply of Highly Qualified Teachers with the Necessary Dispositions, Knowledge, and Skills

Building Block 6: Redesign Schools to be Places in Which Teachers are Treated as Professionals, with Incentives and Support to Continuously Improve Their Practice and the Performance of Their Students

Building Block 8: Create a Leadership Development System that Develops Leaders at All Levels to Manage the New Systems Effectively

Building blocks 5, 6, and 8 address policies affecting teacher quality and recruitment, admission and selection processes for teacher preparation programs, teacher licensure and certification standards, time for teacher mentoring and compensation, and the identification and development of school leaders.

Building Block 9: Institute a Governance System that Has the Authority and Legitimacy to Develop Coherent, Powerful Policies and Is Capable of Implementing Them at Scale

This building block focuses on the governance structure of the State education system as a whole and the roles and responsibilities of the State and local boards of education, MSDE, Maryland Higher Education Commission, Professional Standards and Teacher Education Board, and the Governor’s P20 Leadership Council in coordinating and implementing State education policies at scale. More specifically, Building Block 9 addresses the State’s accountability plan for the K-12 system, teacher and principal accountability, teacher education accountability, and the alignment of the State’s education goals and economic workforce objectives.

Gap Analysis

The Center on International Education Benchmarking within NCEE conducted the gap analysis, comparing four top-performing systems in the world – Shanghai (China), Singapore, Finland, and Ontario (Canada) with the United States as a whole and three states – Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Jersey. NCEE conducted this gap analysis between January and July 2017 and presented their findings and recommendations to the Commission. Working with DLS and MSDE, NCEE gathered information specific to Maryland for each of the building blocks. They then compared that to the comparable information for the top-performing systems. The full gap analysis for each building block can be found in Volume II of this preliminary report.
Chapter 5:
Summary of Gap Analysis and Preliminary Recommendations
This chapter is divided into five sections, representing the five broad areas of policy on which the Commission is making preliminary recommendations: (1) early childhood education; (2) highly qualified and diverse teachers and leaders; (3) college and career readiness pathways; (4) more resources for at-risk students; and (5) governance and accountability. For each policy area, a summary of the gap analysis is provided documenting the differences between policies and practices in Maryland and those in top-performing systems. The full gap analysis is available in Volume II of this preliminary report. The gap analysis is a primary basis for the preliminary recommendations that the Commission has determined Maryland needs to implement in order for its students to receive a globally competitive education. Each of these policy areas and accompanying preliminary recommendations are inextricably interrelated. The Commission believes strongly that Maryland must consider them as a package, not individual options, in order to develop a preK-12 system that performs at the level of the world’s best systems.

**Early Childhood Education**

*Provide Strong Supports for Children and Their Families Before Students Arrive at School*

**Support for Families with Young Children in the Top-performing Countries**

Most of the top-performing countries provide government support for families with young children that, in breadth and depth, far exceeds the support provided by any state in the United States. This often includes a family allowance, paid family leave for the mother or father (often for a year or more), free medical care, health screening services, home visits by nurses, prenatal services, maternal care services, wellness care, and parent education.

Singapore, for example, provides a one-time “baby bonus” equivalent to $5,737 for each of the first two children and $7,172 for each additional child. They also open a Child Development Account that can be used to fund child care and many other educational services and put $2,141 in the account at birth and up to $2,141 in the account in matching contributions each year thereafter. Finland provides a monthly allowance of the equivalent of $103 for each child through the age of 17, with monthly supplements for single parents of an additional $53 per child. These subsidies are in addition to all the other services just described.

These service packages are typically designed to enable one or both parents to stay at home and bond with their newborns for their first few months to two years or more, with no sacrifice in income. After that, these countries provide highly subsidized, high-quality child care on a schedule that enables the parents to work a full day without worrying about the welfare of their children. Increasingly, the responsibility for the availability and quality of child care services is lodged in the Ministries of Education, so that the provision of these services can be coordinated with the early childhood
education system and the system for formal schooling, and so there is a smooth progression in the design and operation of these services as the child develops.

All of the countries benchmarked as top performers offer free or very low-cost, high-quality early childhood education for all three- to five-year-olds (compulsory schooling typically begins at age six). In some of these countries the universal programs serving pre-compulsory school-age children are called prekindergarten and in others preschool. In many of these countries, early childhood education is provided by both government and private providers, and the private providers are generally held accountable for their use of public funds. These countries are raising their standards for the quality of preschool faculty. Finland, for example, makes sure that at least one-third of the child care workers as well as the lead teacher in every preschool program have a bachelor’s degree. All of the teachers in their pre-primary school are required to have a master’s degree and a teacher certification if they are based in a school setting.

In Ontario, all teachers of four- and five-year-olds must have full certification as regular teachers. Full-day kindergarten is free for all four- and five-year-olds in Ontario. Almost all five-year-olds are enrolled. Fifty percent of the four-year-olds are enrolled and that proportion is growing quickly.

**The Gap between Maryland and the Top Performers**

No U.S. state provides the quality or range of services just described. None offers family allowances or the kind of paid family leave just described or free medical care or the range of services to new mothers that characterize the standard offering in many of the top-performing countries. That includes Maryland.

In the United States, Maryland is one of only a few states that has begun to offer a full suite of wrap-around social services to families with young children before they enter school, although it is inadequate to meet the actual demand for such services. One important source of such services is Maryland’s Family Support Centers. They are open to all families with children under four years old, regardless of income level. They offer parenting education, workforce programs, home visitation programs, infant and toddler education programs, and connect families with other services like Head Start. There are, however, only 25 such centers around the State, serving less than 3% of the cohort.

Maryland is also home to the Judith P. Hoyer Early Childhood Care and Family Education Centers, known as “Judy Centers,” which coordinate services for children from the time they are born until they enter kindergarten. Serving 57 elementary schools, which are nearly all Title I schools, they pull together from community resources a combination of early childhood education, family activities, health care, adult education, identification of special needs and early intervention, child care, parenting classes, and family literacy. These centers in Maryland have been admired and copied in a growing number of other states.
The average salary for child care workers in Maryland is half of the average statewide wage for all workers, whereas, in the benchmark countries, it is typically 60% to 70% of the average jurisdiction wage. The minimum qualifications for serving in the child care industry are higher in the benchmark countries than in Maryland and they are rising rapidly.

Maryland’s child care subsidies for low-income families are notably lower than those provided in the comparison states and the benchmark countries and, in fact, among the very lowest in the country. Maryland’s income eligibility to receive a subsidy for child care is $31,000 or less – an eligibility level that is among the country’s very lowest – while it is about $60,000 in the benchmark states (New Jersey, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts). Although Ontario’s subsidy is comparable to Maryland’s, Singapore has universal subsidies for all families with additional supplements for families with incomes under the equivalent of $64,000 and Finland subsidizes at incomes under $71,000.

Maryland is widely regarded as a leader in early childhood education in the United States. It is one of only 8 states plus Washington, D.C., with compulsory kindergarten starting at the age of five (only 15 states require kindergarten attendance at all) and one of only 13 states (plus the District of Columbia) that require districts to offer full-day kindergarten. The State also requires districts to offer half-day preK for four-year-olds from low-income families. This is more extensive than any of the benchmarked states except New Jersey. Nonetheless, Maryland does not measure up to the 10 or more states that have universal prekindergarten for four-year-olds available to families. Maryland and Massachusetts have aggressively leveraged their early childhood quality rating and improvement system (known as EXCELS in Maryland) to drive improvement in early education in the State. Providers receiving prekindergarten expansion grants for four-year-olds must limit class size to 20 students and achieve EXCELS Level 5, which requires a certified early education teacher and an aide in every classroom. Maryland has adopted a number of important policies and programs designed to improve the quality of its early childhood education program, including tuition reimbursement for prekindergarten teachers, salaries for those teachers comparable to those in the benchmark states, and a fully implemented kindergarten readiness assessment system.

Despite these achievements, however, the benchmark countries provide greater subsidies in their early childhood education programs, set higher standards for early childhood faculty and pay them better, and offer a wider segment of the population access to the system.

**Putting Support for Families with Young Children into Perspective**

In other Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) nations the poverty level is similar to the U.S. average. Maryland’s poverty level is below the national average, although there are pockets of deep, intergenerational poverty, particularly in Baltimore City but also in other areas of the State. Yet both Maryland
and the United States provide far less general support to families with young children than the countries whose students greatly outperform students in this country. That means that the children of low-income parents in the United States, even though their parents’ incomes might be comparable to those of their peers in the top-performing countries, are much more likely to be hungry, homeless, subject to frequent eviction from their homes, sick, in need of dental care, traumatized, or limited by a very small vocabulary. Never having had a quality early learning experience – and more likely to have been cared for at home or in the home of an untrained relative or friend – they arrive at the schoolhouse door behind their peers in numerous ways.

Thus, American schools, kindergartens, and preschool institutions carry a much heavier burden than their counterparts in the top-performing countries. This means it is all the more important for Maryland to significantly increase its investment in early childhood education and address educational deficiencies as early as possible in a child’s life rather than let these deficiencies fester and grow worse over time.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Maryland must expand its current early childhood education program so that all four-year-olds, regardless of income, have an opportunity to enroll in a full-day program. This can be accomplished with a “diverse delivery” system composed of both public and private providers. The State should provide more funding for four-year-olds from low-income families, including no charge for students from families at or below 300% of the federal poverty level, while higher income families would be expected to pay a portion of the cost. Three-year-olds from low-income families should also have access to a full-day early childhood education program.

   Policies designed to support these changes would need to be phased in, with priority going to provision of a full-day program for special education children regardless of family income.

2. Maryland must make sure that all early childhood education programs, irrespective of whether they are provided by public agencies or private providers, are of high quality. To that end, Maryland should:
   a. Ensure that the standards for approval of program personnel are comparable to those set in the countries with the benchmarked early childhood education systems and, if not, establish a timeline for full implementation of those standards.
   b. Create a staffing system for approved Maryland early childhood education providers that is fully integrated with the proposed statewide career ladder system described in the section on high-quality teachers and leaders as the career ladder is phased in. The Commission will examine further, and include in its final report, how private providers may participate in the career ladder.
   c. Strengthen the program of support for the professional development of early childhood teachers to enable them to earn the certificates defined by the new career ladder.
4. Maryland must assess the school readiness of every child prior to entering kindergarten from public and private providers, either using the existing instrument (Kindergarten Readiness Assessment [KRA]) or a new instrument developed in collaboration with Maryland’s teachers. As a first step, MSDE in collaboration with kindergarten teachers and early childhood experts should evaluate the current KRA, which has been significantly shortened since its first administration, to determine if it is an appropriate assessment for Maryland school readiness. This readiness assessment should be administered by kindergarten teachers prior to the beginning of the school year and be used to align the kindergarten program for each kindergarten student in ways that will enable him or her to get on track and stay on track for college and career readiness.

Support for Families and Children under the Age of Four

The Commission feels it would be remiss to ignore the impact that a child’s first three years can have on the rest of the child’s life. Support for families before their children enter preschool is critical, because the condition of the students coming into the public schools has such an important bearing on the capacity of the schools to get all students to high standards of academic accomplishment and because the cost of doing so in the schools is, to a very significant degree, a function of the condition of the young people coming into the schools. The Commission, therefore, has debated at some length the question of how far its recommendations should reach.

The Commission was surprised to learn, and suspects Marylanders will be too, of the very large gap between what our State does for families with young children more generally and what the top performers do for those families. It is impossible not to
conclude that this fundamental difference in social policy not only creates a burden on our schools that schools in other leading countries do not have to bear, but it also makes it less likely than it is in these countries that our public schools can function as our national counterweight to poverty and serve as the route to the American dream for every child.

The Commission has concluded that it has an inescapable obligation to make a recommendation designed to strengthen not only the early childhood education system but also the systems that provide other vital services in communities, especially those that serve mainly low-income residents because, in the Commission’s view, the health, education, and social service systems, at the least, are inextricably and directly related to the function of the schools and to their capacity to do their job, both in early childhood and throughout students’ schooling.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

5. Maryland must adopt policies in early childhood education more like those of the benchmark nations. In particular, we strongly urge that the State significantly expand its network of Judy Centers and Family Support Centers to reach all the low-income families with children who need them, increase child care subsidies so that working families have access to affordable, high-quality child care, and expand the current infant and toddlers program that provides support to families with special needs children.
Highly Qualified and Diverse Teachers and Leaders

Have an Abundant Supply of Highly Qualified and Diverse Teachers

Redesign Schools as Places in which Teachers will be Treated as Professionals, with Incentives and Support to Continuously Improve their Practice and the Performance of their Students

Create a Leadership Development System that Enables School Leaders to Create and Manage High-performance Schools Effectively

Ensure that Students Selected by Maryland Universities for Teacher Training are Comparable in Quality to Those in the Top-performing Countries

The top-performing countries recruit prospective teachers from the upper academic ranks of the college-bound graduating cohort: the top 50% in Shanghai, 33% in Singapore, 30% in Ontario, and 25% in Finland. In Maryland, as in most other states, there are few policies in place to influence selectivity in the admission of students to teacher preparation programs. For example, while the University of Maryland, College Park Campus (UMCP) and Towson University both require a 3.0 minimum GPA for candidates, the academic record of the high school students going into teacher education at UMCP are among the lowest of those going into any professional preparation program. Alarmingly, only a handful of students among the thousands graduating from these two universities every year elected to prepare themselves to be teachers: approximately 100 graduates out of more than 7,000 at UMCP and about 200 graduates out of about 4,000 at Towson enrolled with the intent to teach. These policies and the data on students admitted to teacher preparation programs in the State fall far short of the policies typical in the top-performing countries.

It is very hard to get into teacher preparation programs in the top-performing countries. In Finland, it is harder to get into such programs than it is to get into law school. The proportion of acceptances to applicants for places in university teacher education programs in the top-performing jurisdictions range from 1 acceptance for every 10 applicants to a little more than 1 acceptance for every 4 applicants. In addition to presenting a strong academic record, top performers require that successful candidates complete demanding interview and assessment processes assessing zeal for teaching and ability to relate to children, as well as collaborative and interpersonal skills.

Close to 100% of candidates who apply to teacher preparation programs in Maryland higher education institutions are admitted, which is to say that anyone who can get into the university can get into the teacher preparation program, unlike the law school or business, engineering, and architecture programs.
Finally, the top performers are moving in the direction of limiting the right to offer teacher education programs to their research universities. This is not the case in Maryland or the benchmark states.

Because the average achievement of high school graduates is much higher in the top-performing countries than in Maryland, and because they are selecting their teachers from a higher segment of high school graduates than Maryland is, these countries are choosing their future teachers from a far better educated pool than Maryland is.

The top performers typically provide strong incentives to attract high school graduates with strong academic records into teaching, including paying the entire cost of attending college and graduate school and, in some cases, providing a salary to the teachers-in-training while in university. The Maryland legislature passed, and the Governor signed into law as Chapter 542, SB 666 in 2014, which sets up an incentive fund for prospective teachers. Maryland residents who have strong academic records (a GPA of at least 3.3, a combined math and reading SAT score of at least 1100, a composite ACT score of at least 25, or 50% on GRE) and pledge to teach in a high-poverty Maryland school for the same number of years for which a recipient received an award, are eligible to receive 100% of tuition, room, board, and fees at a Maryland public institution of higher education, or 50% at a private institution. However, these incentives have not yet been funded by the State.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

6. Maryland must work on several fronts to greatly strengthen the pool from which its future teachers come. Specifically, it must:
   a. Charge universities to greatly expand their recruitment efforts both broadly, to include more students from diverse backgrounds, and in shortage areas, as annually identified by MSDE.
   b. Mandate that universities improve the quality and rigor of their teacher preparation programs at both the undergraduate and graduate levels and hold them accountable for doing so.
   c. Direct Maryland’s teacher preparation programs to apply for grant funding currently available from multiple major foundations to help schools of education increase the size of the pool of high-ability high school students interested in applying to their programs and help their teachers-in-training to succeed in the more rigorous program of teacher education the institutions will be required to offer.

7. Maryland must provide strong incentives to students with strong records of academic achievement in high school to choose a career in teaching.
   a. The State should significantly expand the program established under SB 666 of 2014 and ensure it is fully funded in the budget.
i. The program should be expanded beyond recent high school graduates who are interested in teaching to include students who change their major and graduates who seek to change careers and become teachers.

ii. Priority for awards should be given to those who commit to teaching at a high-needs school in Maryland. If additional funds are available then the awards can be made to those who teach at any school.

iii. The eligibility requirements of the program should be broad enough to include students who have either a high GPA or SAT/ACT score and a passion and aptitude for teaching.

iv. Consideration should be given to requiring a minimum number of years of service regardless of the number of years in which an award was received (e.g., two years).

8. Given Maryland’s rapidly changing demographics, the State needs to make special efforts to recruit a more diverse teaching workforce. Currently, only 25% of Maryland’s teachers are members of a minority group. The Commission believes that some school children respond better and are inspired by a teacher who “looks like me” and that if a diverse workforce is desired then diverse incentives must be provided.

9. Maryland must require the Maryland Higher Education Commission, MSDE, and the Maryland Longitudinal Data Center to report periodically to the legislature on the high school graduates going into teacher education in Maryland as compared to the quality of high school graduates opting for majors in other professional fields as well as students entering teacher training programs in the top-performing countries.

Ensure that Candidates in Preparation Programs Master the Content they will Teach and How to Teach It

Maryland’s regulations for teacher preparation largely resemble those of the benchmark states. Teacher preparation programs in Maryland offer either a bachelor’s or a master’s degree route into teaching. In the three programs studied – UMCP, Towson University, and Notre Dame of Maryland University – candidates take methods of teaching courses in the subjects they will teach. Prospective secondary school teachers are required to major in the subject they will teach, but candidates teaching in elementary school do not have to specialize in one or two academic disciplines as they often do in the top-performing countries. Programs varied in the extent to which they imparted research skills to prospective teachers: no courses were offered in this arena at Towson, one course in research was required at Notre Dame of Maryland, and three courses in research were offered at UMCP, but only at the master’s degree level and these courses were not required.

Programs of study at these institutions in Maryland, consistent across most of the United States’ education programs, differ from the top international jurisdictions in several ways. They do not emphasize, or even address, research skills and diagnosis and prescription, which teachers in the top-performing countries use to assess the quality of the research on education, formulate strategies for improving student outcomes.
appropriate for the students in their classes, and evaluate the impact of those strategies as they implement them in their schools. They do not require elementary school teachers to specialize in either humanities or math and science, which would by itself be a powerful lever for improving mathematics and science instruction in elementary school and mastery of the STEM subjects in the upper grades. And most importantly, they do not enable teachers to develop the kind of deep conceptual understanding of the subjects they teach that will be required of all students when digital devices take over most of the routine cognitive work that many people now do in their jobs. It is this kind of conceptual understanding that makes it possible for good teachers to grasp the misunderstandings that students typically have when they cannot grasp the material being taught and to correct those misunderstandings. It is also the kind of understanding that is required to prepare students for more advanced work in the upper grades.

One way in which Maryland distinguishes itself from the benchmark U.S. states, and resembles the highest-performing international jurisdictions like Finland, is in its requirement that all teacher candidates must have an internship experience in a designated Professional Development School. In these schools, candidates receive coaching and feedback from staff that have been specially selected and trained. The schools partner with local universities to stay up to date on what teacher candidates are learning. The Professional Development Schools also serve as sites where teachers have career-long access to ongoing professional development and training. All full-time students must have a minimum of 100 days in the Professional Development School, which is approximately the same length, or slightly longer, as the practical experiences in the top-performing international jurisdictions. In the programs we reviewed in Maryland, teachers began their practical experience in their junior year, with observations and small group work, and progressed to full-time student teaching in the senior year.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

10. Maryland must use its teacher education program approval authority to ensure that the content of these programs meets international standards of subject matter as well as mastery of the craft of teaching and, further, that the approved programs are aligned with the goals and structure of the public education system in the State. The institutions should be required to offer programs that incorporate the following features of global best practices:
   a. Instruction practices designed to enable graduates to teach the specific elementary and secondary school standards adopted by the State to students from different racial, ethnic, and economic backgrounds, in such a way as to enable all students to reach the standards established by the State with respect to College and Career Readiness.
   b. Courses that train teachers to quickly identify students who are beginning to fall behind and just as quickly diagnose the problem and implement solutions to assist the student to catch up.
c. Training on how to routinely evaluate and use research and data to help teachers improve student performance.

d. Provide ample opportunities for students wishing to enter a teacher preparation program to be in classrooms to confirm their interest in and aptitude for teaching early in their college careers.

e. The expectation that upper-level students in teacher preparation programs will have significant experience in a high-quality professional development school working under the tutelage of teachers with the rank of Master Teachers in the new career ladder system; such teachers would have a reduced teaching load to enable them to perform this mentoring function well and the opportunity to gain full clinical faculty rank at the sponsoring university.

11. Maryland teacher preparation programs and local school systems must collaborate regularly and develop closer working relationships to strengthen both teacher preparation and ongoing teacher training/professional development programs. MSDE should increase its capacity to provide technical assistance and support to teacher preparation programs and develop a systematic means of providing feedback to programs so as to ensure they are better informed about the content and expectations of the preK-12 classrooms.

12. MSDE should use its newly granted program approval authority to more rigorously assess teacher preparation programs. Assessments should be based primarily on the success of a program’s graduates in the classroom and not on input measures such as the Praxis exam pass rates.

13. Maryland teacher preparation programs should enable all future teachers to recognize and effectively use high-quality instructional materials (including online) and to adapt existing curriculum to make it stronger using standards-aligned tools to assist them.

14. Maryland should create a ranking system of commercially available (including online) instructional materials that are aligned with Maryland curriculum standards and of high quality. If a local school system has independently developed a curriculum, a review of that curriculum should be done to ensure it meets these high standards.

**Ensure that All Candidates Being Licensed and Hired Meet the Same High Standards**

Policy can be used to regulate teacher quality at the point of entry into teacher education or at the point of exit, or both. As we noted above, the top performers put their emphasis on the first of these options, at the front end of the process, by restricting the right to offer teacher education programs to their best universities. Only Shanghai implements a standardized exam measuring whether teachers have mastered the content and skills they learned in teacher preparation when they exit preparation programs. Maryland, like the benchmark states, attempts to compensate for the relatively loose regulation at the front end by controlling teacher quality at the end of the process, with licensure. All states require all teachers to pass an exam of baseline knowledge of content. The exams used in Maryland for this purpose are less rigorous than those employed in Massachusetts and New Jersey. In Maryland, candidates must
Candidates must also pass the relevant Praxis content area tests. In 2015, the average passing rate statewide for all Praxis Core and Praxis content area tests for which data are available was 98.5%. This suggests that the licensure standard in Maryland represents a standard of expectation far below that typically met by prospective teachers in the top-performing countries.

Not only do the top performers set very high standards for the students going into teacher education and for the completion of a program of preparation for teaching, but they do not compromise on those standards by allowing alternative routes that bypass those standards. In contrast, like all the benchmark states, Maryland has created alternative routes that enable candidates in high-need fields to circumvent the usual statutory requirements to be a teacher. Thirteen percent of Maryland program completers came from alternative routes in 2014, higher than 8% in both Massachusetts and New Hampshire, but lower than 38% in New Jersey. While Maryland compares favorably to New Jersey on this indicator of teacher quality, it still has a long way to go to match the top performers.

Furthermore, Maryland, unlike the other benchmarked states, has to recruit a large number of teachers from out of state (61% in 2015). This presents a significant challenge in ensuring the quality of these teachers. Teachers from out of state with a valid out-of-state teaching license and at least three years of teaching experience in good standing are eligible for immediate licensure in Maryland even though they are not familiar with the curriculum, standards, and assessment policies of the State. Those without three years of teaching experience can apply for reciprocity by submitting their transcript and proof of passing scores on Praxis Core and Praxis II subject test to MSDE, a very low standard.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

15. Maryland must ensure that all teachers licensed to teach in Maryland, whether they have attended a teacher education program in Maryland or in another state or country, meet standards comparable to the standards met by teachers licensed to teach in the top-performing countries. Specifically, Maryland must:

   a. Consider, through established agencies and processes for determining licensure standards, adopting for use in Maryland the teacher licensure examinations used in the state of Massachusetts or edTPA, a performance assessment of teaching ability developed at Stanford University.

   b. Phase in these requirements so that the institutions responsible for preparing teachers in Maryland have time to make sure their students can meet these standards and to make sure that the new incentives intended to attract high-performing high school graduates have time to affect the career decisions of high school students.

   c. Require teachers from other states to pass the same certification exam as teachers prepared in a Maryland teacher preparation program.
16. Maryland must enhance the current alternative pathway into the teaching profession for career changers. This pathway allows a professional with demonstrated mastery of a certain subject matter and years of experience in the workforce to become a school teacher by “testing out” of the subject matter requirement and taking only a masters level one-year program in the craft of teaching to get a license as a teacher. Such teachers should be assigned an experienced mentor during their first year in the classroom.

17. Because raising standards for licensing new teachers in Maryland might greatly reduce the number of applicants to those programs if teaching does not become a much more attractive career option for high school students with strong academic records, Maryland school districts must raise teacher compensation and improve the conditions under which teachers work.

**Seed Grants to Form Collaboratives between Teacher Preparation Programs and School Districts to Begin Implementing These Strategies**

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

18. In order to accomplish the strategies and achieve results, Maryland should create a seed grant program for school districts to partner with teacher preparation programs at Maryland universities. These collaboratives will each be composed of one or more preparation programs and one or more school districts. These entities will work together to create the conditions under which the universities will raise their standards for teacher admission and reform their education and training programs at the same time that the districts are making teaching a more attractive occupation for the high school students the university is trying to attract, including implementing a career ladder and improving working conditions.

19. The structure of the seed grants would be short-term, but multi-year, grants to help the collaboratives build their programs and “show the way” to other school districts and teacher preparation programs in the State as they implement the Commission’s recommendations. Technical assistance must be provided to applicants so that each applicant has an equal chance to put their best proposal forward.

20. An objective awards process should be established with very specific criteria. Grant applicants would be required to present a detailed plan for addressing all of the Commission’s recommendations related to teacher quality, including training all future teachers in basic research and data analysis methods; using formative evaluation, diagnostics, and prescription to identify student difficulties quickly and use appropriate research-based responses; and teaching future teachers how to teach the specific courses in the State curriculum to students from many different backgrounds. Part of the grant application should include how the applicant proposes to achieve greater diversity in the workforce pool.

21. A critical aspect of managing the seed grants is to ensure that each proposal includes a plan to monitor the success of the innovations to be implemented. If the innovation is
producing the desired results, then there would be greater comfort that scaling that program up would lead to success and ensure a high return on investment of funds. It would be optimal that a few ways to implement the Commission’s recommendations are explored as one size may not fit all school districts when it comes to scaling up. This will also ensure that each district has control over how best to implement the recommendations for their schools. One of the data points would be the impact on teacher attrition rates.

22. The districts in this grant program should be expected to serve as State pilots for implementing the new leadership development systems, teaching career ladder systems, and advanced forms of school organization and management. Both the universities and the school districts would be expected to work very closely with each other to develop the clinical training schools for new teachers.

23. The university and district partners must take joint responsibility for building on the current Professional Development Schools to create a network of high-quality Professional Development Schools serving very different kinds of students and communities in the State, schools that will implement the emerging career ladder system and use it to manage the new forms of school organization recommended by the Commission.

**Career Ladder Systems**

The top-performing jurisdictions are increasingly using highly structured career ladders, similar to those found in most high-status professions, to structure the careers of teachers. In Shanghai and Singapore, the world’s leaders in this development, as teachers progress up a well-defined sequence of steps, they acquire more responsibility, authority, status, and compensation, much as one would in a large law firm in the United States progress from associate, to junior partner, to senior partner, to managing partner. Or one could compare the careers of school teachers, who typically have the same job on their last day of work as they did on their first day, to those of university faculty, who might progress from lecturer, to assistant professor, to associate professor, to full professor, to full professors who hold endowed chairs. The career ladders for teachers in the top-performing countries can be visualized as a “Y” in which the teacher proceeds from novice up the ladder to an exemplar teacher and then chooses either to proceed on one branch up to master teacher or up the other to principal and beyond. In these systems, master teachers typically make as much as school principals. The criteria for moving up the ladder start with a focus on excellent teaching but then, as they move up, focus on teachers’ abilities to mentor other teachers, lead other teachers in the work of teacher teams and, finally, lead other teachers in doing research leading to steady improvement in student performance in the school. In Ontario and Finland, the professional status of teachers and opportunities for differentiated roles creates comparable incentives for retention and professional development. All well-developed career ladders in the leading jurisdictions provide strong incentives to all teachers to get better and better at the work.
Like other states, Maryland has no statewide career ladder system for teachers, although, to its credit, Baltimore City’s pilot system is further along than pilots in the other benchmark states that are all experimenting with career ladders. Massachusetts, the state with by far the best student performance in the United States, is the only top-performing state that has a design for a state-level career ladder system, but that system has been implemented in only a few school districts. The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards and NCEE are exploring developing a national framework for a career ladder that would be piloted in select states.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

The Commission makes a series of recommendations relating to establishing a career ladder for teachers and addressing the gap in salary between teachers and other high-status professions in Maryland. It is the intent of the Commission that these two efforts be implemented concomitantly.

24. In order to recognize effective teachers and incentivize them to stay in the classroom, Maryland must build a statewide career ladder system modeled on the most effective such systems in the United States and the world.

a. The development of a viable career ladder will require considerable effort extending over several years and involving all of the stakeholders (school districts, MSDE, collective bargaining units, school boards, etc.).

b. Once established, all new preK-12 teachers would be placed on the career ladder. Currently serving teachers would eventually be placed on the career ladder after a reasonable transition period.

c. Maryland will need to convene a group of experts and stakeholders to develop a statewide framework for a career ladder, which would include the minimum number of ladder steps, the titles for these steps, and the broad criteria for placement on each of the ladder steps and for advancing between steps. In its final report, the Commission will provide additional detail on how it recommends this process should proceed.

d. Maryland’s career ladder should present two paths to school leadership for exemplar teachers and mentors: a “Master Teacher” track that allows highly effective teachers to stay primarily in the classroom with appropriate compensation and an administrative track that gives teachers the chance to become assistant principals and principals after they have primarily worked in the classroom and have demonstrated the capacity to be successful teachers and mentors.

e. The process for evaluation and promotion of teachers on the career ladder should include a combination of master teachers and administrators.

f. While the career ladder will have a statewide framework as described above, the districts and local bargaining units would negotiate the compensation and specific responsibilities at each step, as well as any additional ladder steps or requirements added to the statewide framework through local negotiations.

g. The career ladder should be designed to complement and facilitate the implementation of the high-performance work organization in the schools.
**Teacher Compensation**

Because the top-performing jurisdictions are trying to attract teachers from the same cohort of high school students who go into the high-status professions, their typical stated policy is to compensate them at levels comparable to compensation for the high-status professions. Starting pay for teachers in these countries is often higher than in the high-status professions. When lower, the difference is almost always less than 25%. Neither Maryland nor the top-performing states in the United States do that. The average statewide starting salary for teachers in Maryland was $34,234 in 2015, which lagged behind other professions, by up to 56% in 2015. This compares to up to 52% in Massachusetts, 46% in New Hampshire, and 42% in New Jersey. The average of all teachers’ salaries in Maryland is $66,482. This also lagged behind other professions by up to 40% in 2015. This compares to up to 16% in Massachusetts, 31% in New Hampshire, and 26% in New Jersey.

Current salary levels combined with working conditions are having a negative impact on recruitment and retention of teachers in Maryland public schools. In particular, perilously few Maryland students are opting to pursue teaching careers. Enrollment in Maryland teacher preparation programs has declined by approximately 20% since 2010, and the number of graduates decreased by nearly the same amount in 2014 and 2015. Of particular concern, it appears from the available data that a sizable portion of Maryland teacher graduates do not pursue a teaching career in Maryland. Roughly 60% of all teachers hired in Maryland are from out of state, and less than one-quarter of newly prepared teachers hired each year are prepared at a Maryland university, a figure that has been declining in recent years.

The Commission recognizes that school employees other than teachers and administrators are critical to the operation and success of a school. However, the gap analysis and recommendations are focused on teachers and other professionals who work primarily in the classroom. While these other educators are not in the purview of the following preliminary recommendations, they will be included in the Commission’s final recommendations.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

25. The gap in compensation between teachers and high-status professions that require comparable levels of education should be eliminated. A timeline for accomplishing this goal and the appropriate benchmark comparisons will be included in the Commission’s final report.

   a. Increases in compensation for Maryland teachers must be tied in significant measure to their position and advancement on the career ladder.

   b. Advancement up the ladder should be based on the acquisition of specified knowledge and skills, rigorous evidence of success as a classroom teacher, and/or additional responsibilities commensurate with the additional compensation. Teachers should demonstrate success with students from different demographic backgrounds before moving to the top of the ladder.
c. Teachers’ compensation should continue to be negotiated at the local level between bargaining units and school boards, but the State should begin conducting regular periodic surveys of compensation in Maryland, both on a county and regional basis, to determine prevailing rates of beginning and average compensation in the high-status professions. This information will provide a benchmark for teachers’ salaries as a proportion of high-status professions’ salaries and enable the State to begin planning for achieving the goal of this recommendation.

26. Closing the gap in compensation between teachers and comparable high-status professions should be phased in as part of the implementation of the Commission’s recommendations, including changes in teacher preparation programs, raising the standards for teacher certification and re-certification, the development of a career ladder system, and the new approach to school organization and management.

27. While the career ladder is being developed and implemented, Maryland needs to systematically phase in salary increases for teachers (above and beyond cost-of-living adjustments) over the next four or five years in order to stem the decline in teacher recruitment and retention and to begin reducing the gap between compensation levels for teachers and other professions requiring comparable levels of education. Of note, teacher compensation in Maryland is below the average salaries in two of the three states used by the Commission in its benchmarking work. During the phase-in period for the career ladder and while Maryland is developing and implementing an increase in certification standards, average salaries of Maryland teachers should be brought to the average of the two comparison states, New Jersey and Massachusetts, whose demographics and economy most resemble Maryland.

28. Maryland should identify and implement best practices to attract a diverse pool of teachers. The following could be evaluated for effectiveness:
   a. Providing child care incentives to teachers, which in combination with a higher salary, could prevent teachers from stepping out of the profession when they have children of their own.
   b. Providing incentives such as statewide property tax abatement or home mortgage assistance.
   c. Expand current tuition remission or discounts available to children of higher education employees.
   d. Recruiting future teachers from among a school system’s primary and secondary schools as a way to lower teacher attrition rates.

The Organization of Teachers’ Work

The career ladders in the top-performing jurisdictions are organized to support a very different form of work organization in the school, much more like that found in professional service practices such as law firms, engineering firms, or universities than the form of work organization typically found in the American school. American teachers are expected to spend more time facing students in the classroom than teachers
in any other industrialized country. By contrast, in many top-performing countries, teachers are in front of a class teaching for about 40% of their time at work. Most of the rest of their time is spent in teams working to systematically improve their lessons and the way they do formative assessment, working together to come up with effective strategies for individual students who are falling behind, tutoring students who need intensive help, observing and critiquing new teachers, observing other teachers to improve their own practice, doing research related to solving problems in the school, and writing articles based on their research. The career ladders in these countries have structured the roles available to teachers as they move up the career ladder to support the form of work organization just described. There is no state in the United States that has thus far implemented policies designed to support the form of work organization just described. However, the Commission did hear testimony from several public schools in the State including charter schools that have organized their schools more like top performers.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

29. Maryland needs to change the way its schools are organized and managed to make them more effective and to create a more professional environment for teaching, which the career ladder is designed to facilitate and support.

   a. The State should phase in a reduction of the maximum time, currently 70 to 80%, that teachers are expected to teach in a typical week. This would give teachers more time to work as professionals in collaboration, as is the case for teachers in countries with high-performing systems, to improve the curriculum, instructional delivery, and tutor students with special needs. The magnitude of the reduction in teachers’ class time and the cost of implementation requires further study by the Commission in the coming months.

   b. In order to effectively use this additional collaborative time and the new organization of schools, teachers should receive training on the Commission’s recommendations and the best uses of collaborative time to build professional learning communities. As these communities develop and more decision making is moved from the central administration to the schools, more school leadership roles will be created, which will provide more opportunities for greater roles and responsibilities for teachers moving up the career ladder. This training should be a high priority for implementation.

**Support for New Teachers**

Ontario, Shanghai, and Singapore have well-developed systems to induct new teachers into the teaching profession. They are tightly structured and monitored: mentors are recruited, selected through an interview process, trained, and evaluated. Maryland has an induction coordinator for each school district and the State provides orientation training for all new mentors but, as in Massachusetts and New Jersey, mentors are self-selected and receive minimal ongoing training at the discretion of local districts.
New Hampshire leaves the decision of whether to implement a program to the districts.

The 2016 Maryland Teacher Induction, Retention and Advancement Act (TIRA) established a stakeholder group to develop recommendations for strengthening teacher induction in the State. The TIRA stakeholder group built on the work of the Governor’s P-20 Council’s Task Force on Teacher Education, which made numerous recommendations to improve teacher preparation and induction programs in 2015. The TIRA recommendations include: integrating mentoring during the teacher training practicum with mentorship during induction and establishing formal qualifications for mentor teachers such as tenure, five years of teaching experience, and highly effective ratings on teacher evaluation and principal recommendations. These recommendations represent a good starting point for developing a high-performance system for making mentoring new teachers an integral part of the new career ladder system.

Another promising model also exists in Maryland. Known as the Peer Assistance and Review Program (PAR), Montgomery County Public Schools has successfully implemented this collaborative partnership between the school system and the teachers’ union for over 20 years to use successful teachers, known as consulting teachers, to mentor and develop new teachers in the profession. Under PAR, consulting teachers also observe and provide feedback to existing teachers about their performance and best practices in the field, a practice used in the top professions. Consulting teachers are given release time from their classroom duties to give their full attention to reviewing and assisting both new teachers and teachers at risk.

**Helping Teachers to Continually Improve Their Practice**

In Shanghai, teachers are required to take 120 hours of professional development during their first year and 240 hours every five years after that. Senior-level teachers are required to take 540 hours every five years. In Singapore, all teachers are required to have 100 hours of professional development each year. In Ontario, it is the equivalent of Shanghai at six days per year, while Finland allows local municipalities and schools flexibility to allocate time for professional development as they see fit.

Maryland sets professional development requirements for teachers who must earn an “advanced teaching credential” to continue teaching after five years of teaching by taking 36 hours of professional development, including 21 hours of graduate credit, earning a master’s degree in education or earning a certification from the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards along with 12 hours of graduate work. After earning this advanced credential, Maryland teachers must be recertified every five years, which requires taking at least six credit hours. Massachusetts and New Hampshire require 100 hours and 75 hours of professional development every three years for recertification. New Jersey only requires 20 hours of professional development for a one-time recertification of a provisional license, with no additional requirements. Like the benchmark states, Maryland generally leaves provision of
professional development to districts. The research shows that requirements for specified amounts of professional development of the usual sort, including requiring a master’s degree, acquiring certificates, taking courses or earning credits by taking workshops, have little or no effect on the performance of the students taught by those who are involved in this kind of professional development. Only when these forms of professional development are used to supplement professional development that is embedded in the work that teachers do as they participate in teams that work to systematically improve student performance does professional development make a real difference in student performance.

RECOMMENDATIONS

30. Maryland must strengthen its teacher induction systems. As part of its policies establishing the career ladder system, Maryland should require that the career ladders include as part of the responsibility of senior teachers the responsibility to mentor new teachers and experienced teachers who need help; as part of the policies established to implement new forms of work organization, these mentor teachers should be given enough time with their mentees to provide the guidance and support they will need to succeed in their initial years in teaching.

31. The collaboratives previously recommended should include teacher inductions systems for new teachers integrated with their teacher preparation program. An excellent starting point for a new induction system is the TIRA program, modeled on PAR, which should be scaled up across the State as quickly as possible, recognizing the challenges of economies of scale in smaller school systems, evaluated on an ongoing basis, and integrated into the new career ladder system. The initial focus of enhanced induction programs should be new teachers in schools serving high concentrations of students living in poverty and expanding to all new teachers over time.

32. Maryland also needs to strengthen substantially its professional development policies and practices. At present, professional development in Maryland places too much emphasis on general and generic topical presentations and too little emphasis on advancing teachers’ content knowledge and instructional effectiveness. The seed funds previously mentioned should include collaborative partnerships between universities and school districts to create rigorous professional development programs focused on teacher’s pedagogical capacity and content knowledge. Once developed these model programs should be scaled up across the State.

Attracting and Grooming a High-quality Pool of Candidates for the Principalship

Although some superintendents of schools in the United States try to identify teachers who might be good school leaders in the future and give them opportunities to develop their leadership capacity, the Commission knows of no state that does this as a matter of statewide policy. As a result, the pool from which the vast majority of future school leaders comes is typically made up of people who volunteer for the role and who then enroll in state-required postsecondary preparation programs that rarely, if ever, assess applicants’ potential as good school leaders. In contrast, top-performing countries have
developed policies to attract teachers who have been carefully identified as people with high leadership potential. These teachers are then given a carefully chosen set of opportunities to develop those skills while still teaching, thus creating a large, very high-quality pool of candidates for school leader positions. No American state has developed policy structures of this kind on the scale required to meet all their school leadership needs.

In order to become certificated as a principal, Maryland principals are required to receive a relatively high score on the School Leaders Licensure Assessment (SLLA). However, this test is not performance based like those used in many top-performing countries. A recent study by researchers at Vanderbilt University found that the SLLA is not effective in predicting principal job performance. While individual districts in Maryland may do so, the State, like other U.S. states, generally does not actively identify and groom prospective school principals. Instead, it relies on individuals to self-identify and enroll in a preparation program. However, the Promising Principals Academy, started in 2014, provides leadership development for up to 48 candidates per year (in comparison to the projected 388 principal preparation program completers for 2016-2017 who self-select). In another program of note, Prince George’s County partnered with the National Institute for School Leadership to develop an aspiring principal program that has a rigorous selection process in an effort to develop a talent pipeline for that district. To date, roughly 175 aspiring principals have been trained in Prince George’s County.

**Tying the Development of School Leaders to the System’s Goals and Strategies**

The top performers provide future leaders with the modern management skills derived from the best research on leadership from the world’s best business schools and military academies. That knowledge is matched with the excellent knowledge of curriculum and instruction that comes from the fact that the leaders they develop have come exclusively from the ranks of their best teachers and teacher leaders. But their systems are also designed to do something else that is very important to them. They are designed to give their future leaders the knowledge and skills they need to fully implement the specific structures, strategies, policies, and practices that underlie that country’s overall design for their high-performance system. They are seen as implementers of the specific kind of high-performance management system their own country has developed as a matter of policy. They do not leave the curriculum for school leadership development up to the schools of education. They expect the curriculum of the schools of education to embrace these imperatives because the education and development of their future leaders is the linchpin of their strategy for implementing the strategies they have chosen to drive their education system forward. No American state has yet developed this kind of policy framework for the development of their school leaders.
Chapter 5: Summary of Gap Analysis

**Developing Leaders Who Have the Knowledge and Skills to Manage Modern Professionals in the Modern Professional Workplace**

The work organization of the typical American school has more in common with the organization of blue collar work in early twentieth century factories than with the kinds of modern work organization typically found in modern professional practices and workplaces. In industrial age workplaces, most of the skill required to make the important decisions is found in the managers, who are expected to direct the work. In the latter, most of the expertise is found in the front-line doctors and engineers and other professionals, and the leadership is expected to create and sustain organizations that enable and support those professionals as they make the important day-to-day decisions, usually working in groups, that need to be made. The top performers, are, as matter of policy, moving toward professional forms of work organization in their school. Because managing professionals is so different from managing people in industrial work organizations, the top performers put a lot of effort into giving their school leaders the skills they will need to manage and support highly skilled professionals working in modern forms of organizations explicitly designed to support professional work. In the United States, matters of school organization in this sense are not normally addressed as matters of policy if they are addressed at all.

**Creating an Environment in Which School Leaders have the Incentives and Support to Get Better and Better at the Work**

In a growing number of top-performing countries, there is a well-developed career ladder for school leaders that is an extension of the career ladder for teachers. Just as for teachers, as one ascends this career ladder, one acquires more responsibility, more authority, more status, and more compensation. As in the case for teachers, this creates an environment in which there is a never-ending incentive for school leaders to get better and better at the work. Again, as in the case with teachers, it is frequently difficult if not impossible to ascend the career ladder without taking multiple assignments to serve as a school leader in a variety of schools serving large proportions of disadvantaged students. This policy provides many schools serving large populations of disadvantaged students with exceptionally qualified leaders and, at the same time, assures the state of a large supply of school leaders at the upper levels of the system who have served in schools populated by many different kinds of students.

Maryland does not have a statewide career ladder system for principals. There is, however, a pilot principal career ladder in place in Baltimore City, upon which the State could build as it creates a world-class system, and Prince George’s County has been developing a nationally recognized system for training school leaders.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

Maryland should establish a set of aligned policies to bring the initial education and training of new school leaders, including principals, district administrators, and other leadership roles in the State up to global standards, and to help Maryland school leaders develop the leadership and management skills they will need to make their schools...
successful and, in particular, to fully implement the recommendations made in this report in every school and district in the State. These policies include:

a. A career ladder system for school leaders should be developed in the career ladder system Maryland creates for teachers. A series of steps for school and district leaders, which should be built as a branch of the career ladder structure after mastery of the fully proficient step for teachers, thus assuring that potential school leaders in Maryland have demonstrated the skills and knowledge needed to be highly competent instructional leaders before they are groomed and trained for school leadership positions. The State should require that individuals who wish to ascend the career ladder for school leaders have significant experience and success at schools that represent the demographic and economic diversity of the school districts in which they have worked. Ascension on the career ladder should be based on proven outcomes and potential for further leadership growth. Further, in the upper reaches of the school leadership career ladder, school leaders should be expected to serve as mentors to new leaders of schools serving large proportions of low-performing students.

b. As the success of a school leader grows, thus demonstrating the effectiveness of the leader and the leader’s team, more autonomy should be provided to that school leader for making school-level decisions.

c. Maryland should allow flexibility in how one becomes a school leader so as not to preclude uniquely talented and passionate leaders who did not start their career as a teacher and, in fact, perhaps started their career in a noneducation-related field.

d. The State should use its program approval powers to require higher education institutions that offer programs leading to school leadership certifications to carefully evaluate the potential of candidates to be effective school leaders. The evaluation should include evidence that the school district in which that individual has been working as a teacher has identified that individual as someone with a high potential for leadership and can present a record showing that the individual has been offered various teacher leadership roles and has performed well in those roles.

e. Universities wishing to offer graduate level courses in school administration for certification should present evidence that (1) their curriculum will enable the graduates of those programs to successfully organize and manage schools and school systems in a way that closely tracks the practices of the countries with the highest and most equitable student performance and equity in the world; (2) their curriculum will enable their graduates to manage highly skilled professionals working in a modern professional work environment; (3) their curriculum will give the students in these program the knowledge and skills needed to successfully implement the recommendations made in this report; and (4) their curriculum will enable school leaders to effectively conduct peer observation and evaluation of other school personnel.
f. The university-school district collaboratives previously described should be tasked with developing a pilot leadership career ladder and demonstrating effective ways to implement the State system for creating an abundant supply of highly qualified school leaders for Maryland schools. The recommendations made immediately above should be phased in over time.

34. Maryland should train every currently serving superintendent, senior central office official, and principal in the State to give them the vision, motivation, skills, and knowledge they will need to implement the recommendations made in this report. That training should be carried out as a high-priority initiative as early in the implementation of this report as possible. The training should be designed to get all of Maryland’s school leaders, at every level, thoroughly conversant with the recommendations in this report and to help them develop the capacity to implement those recommendations well.

35. School leaders should reflect the diversity of the student population and, through their training as both teachers and leaders, provide culturally relevant instructional techniques and leadership in their schools.
College and Career Readiness Pathways

Develop World-class, Highly Coherent Instructional Systems

Create Clear Gateways for Students Through the System, Set to Global Standards, with No Dead Ends

Create an Effective System of Career and Technical Education and Training

*A System that Prepares Students for College and Careers*

The top-performing countries typically use statewide or nationwide tests no more than three times in a student’s career in high school. These tests are given (1) at the entrance to high school, if entrance to high school is competitive; (2) at the end of what in the United States would be the sophomore year in high school; and (3) at the end of high school. The reason a test is given at the end of tenth grade is that this marks the end of the common curriculum, the curriculum that all students are expected to master in order to enter rigorous pathways matched to their academic and career interests. For their final two years in high school, students go either into a program intended to prepare them for university or for a career, with work beginning right after high school or after more career and technical education at the postsecondary level. Increasingly, in many countries, students who are in a career and technical program in secondary school go on to postsecondary education after high school and students who are in the academic stream in high school are getting vocational qualifications as well as academic credentials after high school.

More generally, average academic achievement of students in the top-performing countries overall enables them to leave high school with the equivalent of two to three years more education than the typical American high school graduate. This means, for example, that what the American student is studying in the first two years of all but highly selective colleges and universities is being studied in high school by his or her counterpart in a top-performing country.

High-performing countries focus on “qualifications” not diplomas. Literally, a qualification is a certification that says that the student has taken specific courses and has gotten specified grades in them. In these countries, it is very clear what courses a student has to take, the content of these courses, and the grades he or she has to have achieved to pursue further study or begin a career.

Such a system only works because the top systems not only say what subjects a student must study, but also describe the trajectory of topics that must be studied in that subject as a student goes through school; create course syllabi set to that trajectory or framework; and create and score examinations set to the course designs. Thus, all employers and universities know just what it means to have received a particular grade in a particular course. They know the content of the course and they know that, because the exams are centrally scored by one exam authority, they can trust the grade.

What the American student is studying in the first two years of all but highly selective colleges and universities is being studied in high school by his or her counterpart in a top-performing country.
Ultimately, this is exactly what a high school diploma should signal to employers and colleges and universities in Maryland and across the United States.

With such a system in place, parents can hold the schools accountable for student success on state end-of-course exams. Students work hard in school because they can easily see that doing well in school is very important to their future whether they want to fabricate the blades for high-speed, high-temperature turbines or argue cases in court. No state in the United States has built a real system that encompasses all of these attributes.

**Building on Maryland’s Assets**

While Maryland, like other states, does not have a system of the kind just described, it does have assets that can be built on to create such a system.

Maryland was among the first states to develop the Maryland College and Career Ready standards built on the Common Core State Standards that are measured by the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) tests aligned with the standards. At present, students are expected to reach that standard by the end of their junior year. It is also the case that Maryland has an additional standard that all students are required to reach, and a defined set of courses in subjects that are required, in order to graduate from high school. These elements can be built on to create a qualification system truly set to global standards. To do that, one standard must be identified that students are expected to meet, and the age at which the standard is supposed to be met would have to be moved back to the end of the tenth grade; a defined set of pathways for the junior and senior years, benchmarked to global standards, would have to be created; and the tenth grade standard would also have to be set to a global standard, as well as aligned with Maryland’s actual requirements for success in the first year of community college.

The existing Maryland lesson plans and lesson seeds could be a good starting point for developing the kind of K-10 curriculum with full supports that typifies the instructional systems in the top-performing countries. The level of literacy expected by the end of tenth grade would have to be benchmarked to the top-performers’ expectations for their students at that grade level. Once that is done, a full trajectory of expectations – grade by grade or grade span by grade span – would have to be set for each subject required for graduation, through the twelfth grade. Then course syllabi would have to be written or, where they exist, revised and refined and high-quality exams created where needed. Examples of student work that meets the standards at the tenth-grade level would have to be collected and explanations of why they meet the standards written.

Perhaps the greatest challenge for Maryland and other states, if they want to have a globally competitive education system, is the steps it will have to take to bring its students up to the level of academic performance found in the top-performing countries. That is true for students at all levels, but it is especially true for those who are most disadvantaged.
At present, far too many Maryland students leave high school reading at the eighth-grade level or below, based on community college remediation rates. In 2017, 49% of Maryland students taking PARCC English 10 received a score of 750 or higher (4 or 5), which is considered on track for college and career readiness (even fewer, 36%, received a score of at least 750 on PARCC Algebra I). For students reading below the tenth-grade level, the kinds of measures that the top performers use to assess where students are when they enter the first grade (kindergarten in the United States) and frequently thereafter will be essential. Those diagnostics will have to be used to develop plans for each student to address his or her challenges straight on until that student is on track. Use of these strategies will spell the difference between success and failure for a very large fraction of Maryland students.

RECOMMENDATIONS

36. Maryland needs to modify its current policy on College and Career Readiness to create a system that has all the advantages of global top-performing qualifications systems. Such systems enable their students to emerge from high school two to three years ahead of where Maryland’s typical student is at present and ready for both demanding college-level work and no-less-demanding careers. Such a system will require:

   a. Moving the grade year by which students are expected to acquire levels of proficiency in mathematics and English literacy needed for success on adopted Maryland assessments (e.g., a score of 4 or 5 on the PARCC assessment) from the first year of community college to the end of tenth grade, on the understanding that some students may take as long as the end of their senior year to reach this standard.

   b. Conducting a study of the actual requirements in mathematics literacy for success in the first year of a typical Maryland community college program to determine the appropriate mathematics assessment for college and career readiness at the end of tenth grade (e.g., Algebra I, Statistics, Algebra II).

   c. Incorporating a science assessment into the requirements for college and career readiness by the end of tenth grade (science is already a high school graduation requirement) and considering whether other subjects should be added.

   d. Using PARCC as the State’s measure of the literacy and mathematics requirements to be on track for college and career readiness and for high school graduation, but beginning to plan for the use of high-quality assessments in the event that PARCC is no longer available.

   e. Regularly evaluating and benchmarking graduation standards for all subject requirements to their equivalents in the top-performing countries and states and regularly reporting the data with a goal of raising graduation standards to the equivalent of top-performing countries and states over time.

1 It is understood by the Commission that college and career readiness may be different for students with the most severe disabilities, but the curriculum and instruction system, including standards and expectations, needs to be world-class for all students.
f. Setting a goal that by a date certain schools will be expected to fully implement the on track for college and career readiness standard for students, including the necessary programs in grades K-12, and schools will be held fully accountable for their success in helping students reach this standard. The Commission will propose such a date in its final report.

g. Requiring all Maryland high school students who are on track for college and career readiness by the end of tenth grade to be offered, by a certain date, rigorous pathways toward college and careers, including (1) a high school upper division program consisting of the International Baccalaureate Diploma Program, the Advanced Placement Diploma program, University of Cambridge Diploma Program or a program of similar academic rigor; (2) a program consisting of all the courses required to get an associate’s degree by the end of the senior year in high school (in collaboration with higher education institutions); and (3) a high-quality career and technical education program resulting in either an industry-recognized credential or a credential entitling the holder to begin a demanding postsecondary program of technical education and training. The Commission will propose such a date in its final report.

h. Creating an early warning system as soon as possible based on formative evaluations that enable teachers to identify students who are beginning to fall behind and have teachers work together to get students back on track. This process should be done in all grades.

i. For students who are not college and career ready by the end of the tenth grade, Maryland should build on its current transition course model. Interventions should include providing an evidence-based curriculum that is designed to help students catch up and targeting more teachers and resource personnel to struggling students. Students who are close to meeting the college and career ready standard at the end of tenth grade, or who meet the standard before the end of twelfth grade, should have opportunities to participate in the college and career pathways, for example, by taking a co-requisite higher education course that includes remedial and credit-bearing coursework in a subject for which they are not yet college and career ready.

j. Constructing clear curriculum frameworks in all grades K-10 for all required subjects for which a framework does not already exist and using the curriculum frameworks to:

   i. Write sample course syllabi for each required subject in each required content area.

   ii. Write sample essay-based examinations for each grade, as appropriate, matched to each syllabus, to the extent required.

   iii. Collect examples of student work in each grade that meet the standards for each required subject and writing commentaries explaining why the work meets the standards so that teachers and students know exactly what is required to meet the standards.
k. Requiring all Maryland community colleges to enroll students that achieve the tenth-grade standard in initial credit-bearing coursework without remediation.

l. Setting a standard that students enrolling in Maryland four-year universities must achieve in order to enroll in credit-bearing coursework without remediation, and requiring public universities to enroll students meeting the standard in such courses.

**Career and Technical Education**

Unfortunately, career and technical education (CTE) in the United States is widely regarded as what a student does if he or she cannot do academics. In the top-performing countries, however, a student is expected to have achieved high competence in academics whether that student is headed to university or vocational training. There are examples of high schools in the United States that follow an academically rigorous career and technical education model, such as Western Tech and Sollers Point high schools in Baltimore County. But no state has, as yet, provided such opportunities on a statewide basis, although efforts are underway in California, Massachusetts, and Delaware, to do so.

Maryland has for several years been focused on increasing college and career readiness and college completion, recognizing that 66% of jobs, as reported by the Georgetown University Center on Education and the Workforce, that the current generation of students will be seeking will require some postsecondary credential, whether it is a college degree or industry certification. However, in Maryland, about 47% of adults hold a college degree and only 3% receive a high-quality postsecondary certificate. Building out a high-quality CTE program at the secondary level will help prepare Maryland students for the jobs of the future. Currently, only about 21% of Maryland high school students complete a CTE program or earn a skills credential. Legislation enacted in 2017 set an ambitious goal that by 2025 45% of high school students will have completed a CTE program, earned an industry-recognized credential, or completed a youth apprenticeship program. This goal is moving the State in the right direction. However, Maryland must proceed strategically to ensure that high-quality CTE programs are offered to students that lead to high-wage jobs and transportable skills, and do not track students into low-wage jobs. In addition, completing a CTE program is not the same as receiving an industry-recognized certificate or successfully completing a youth apprenticeship or registered apprenticeship that shows that a student is ready for a job in the career field. Schools should regularly be judged not just for how many students graduate from high school and enroll in postsecondary education, but also for how many students achieve industry certification prior to graduation. Presently, only 9% of students receive an industry certificate.

Two initiatives offer opportunities for Maryland to evaluate and build on its existing CTE program. Pathways to Prosperity is an initiative by Jobs for the Future, in collaboration with the Harvard Graduate School of Education and state partners, to increase the number of students who complete high school and earn a postsecondary credential with labor market value. Created in 2012, states and regions in the Pathways
network design academic and career pathways in grades 9-14 focused on high-growth, high-demand sectors of the economy such as information technology, health care, and advanced manufacturing. The network allows states to build their capacity to design, implement, and scale state and regional pathways. This network can provide Maryland with the tools needed to develop and deliver high-quality CTE programming. There are currently nine state members: Arizona, California, Delaware, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Missouri, New York, and Tennessee.

ConnectEd began in 2006 in nine districts in California with high numbers of disadvantaged students and below-average student achievement. It has since expanded its services beyond California and is working with more than 30 districts in California, Illinois, Michigan, New York, Ohio, Texas, and Wisconsin. ConnectEd helps leaders and educators envision and chart a course of action for building a system of college and career pathways, drawing on lessons and insights from its work in creating Linked Learning. Linked Learning is a high school model that combines college-focused academics, rigorous technical education, work-based learning, and personalized student supports. ConnectEd provides assistance with capacity assessment and planning, pathway design and implementation, leadership development and coaching, pathway quality review and continuous improvement, instructional support, and work-based learning system development.

If Maryland chooses to emulate the emerging global best practices with its career and technical education program as well as in its academic program, it would have to focus that program on the junior and senior year of high school, set it to a high academic standard, collaborate closely with the employer community in setting the technical standards for the curriculum, closely integrate the program with the postsecondary career and technical education program at its community colleges so that the transition is seamless, and provide instructors who are deeply conversant with the state of the art in the occupations the students are training in. Maryland would also have to create opportunities for students to acquire a wide range of technical skills at employer work sites, which may require new State regulations on apprenticeship for minors, below market wages for apprentices, and other adjustments to the current environment available to high school age students for acquiring the kinds of skills they will need in an age of rapidly advancing automation, neural networks, and artificial intelligence.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

37. While Maryland has made considerable progress in creating CTE programs, the State must make significant changes in its approach to CTE if it wants to provide high-quality programs like those that countries leading the way in this arena have established. To this end, the Commission recommends:

a. Creating two groups to improve the current CTE program.
   i. The first group would be an ad hoc (nonpermanent) group formed by the State as soon as possible. It would be composed of a select few individuals who have expertise in CTE programs (or related
knowledge and experience) and the needs of the Maryland business community. It would act independently from Maryland’s education agencies. The group would (1) benchmark Maryland against the best CTE systems in the world, including Singapore and Switzerland and, on the basis of that benchmarking; (2) building on successful efforts in Maryland, recommend a CTE curriculum framework, which would include an assessment of the needs of Maryland’s economy and employers, youth apprenticeships, and other offsite training opportunities; (3) recommend a governance structure to implement a CTE system comparable to the best such programs in the world; and (4) report back to the legislature and the Governor on the steps that the State needs to take to develop a fully world-class career and technical education system.

ii. A second, permanent group would be formed to monitor the implementation of the recommendations and to hold school systems accountable for the success of their CTE programs. This second group would advise the appropriate State agencies and school districts on its career and technical education programs and would be a larger group with representatives from appropriate State agencies, leading Maryland employers, trade unions, State economic development officials, relevant experts, and Maryland educators at the elementary and secondary and higher education levels. The scope and authority of this group will be addressed in the Commission’s final report.

b. Requiring the CTE programs offered at Maryland schools to result in, upon successful completion, an industry-recognized certification that would lead to meaningful employment.

c. Incorporating skill standards into the CTE curriculum – including those for “soft” skills – that students will need to meet in the future and that should be driving today’s career and technical education programs.

d. For students who are not college and career ready by the end of the tenth grade, Maryland should build on its current transition course model. Interventions should include those identified in Recommendation #36i. Students should also have opportunities to participate in CTE courses concurrently with being enrolled in transition courses.

e. Fully engaging employers in the design and provision of the workplace-based programs needed to equip students with both the theoretical and practical skills required to pursue rewarding careers in the future.

f. Launching a statewide initiative to rebrand CTE as providing valuable and value-added skills for all students and partnering with industry to develop a media campaign.

g. Collaborating with the State’s community colleges to design a system in which high-quality career and technical education programs are offered to high school students with the assistance of community colleges and in which these high
school programs are aligned with equally high-quality community college technical programs, forming a continuous course sequence leading in some programs to advanced study in university.

Joining with a national network of states interested in benchmarking the best career and technical education programs in the world and in collaborating in the development of advanced systems for career and technical education, such as the Pathways to Prosperity and ConnectED.

**Leaving No Student Behind**

While a system of this general design has proven – all over the world – to be a very powerful tool for raising student performance to the highest levels in the world at scale, it is particularly important for students from low-income and minority families. Although many Americans think the United States is nearly unique in having a lot of poor and minority students, the United States is actually about in the middle of the distribution of all the Programme of International Student Assessment (PISA) countries. About 17% of the U.S. population lives below the national poverty line, which is roughly the same as Shanghai, Japan, and Germany. Hong Kong (20%) and Singapore (26%) have more poverty than the United States; all of these countries score much higher than the United States on PISA. In terms of the percent of students who are immigrants, the United States is roughly in the middle at 23% and Singapore is similar at 21%; Hong Kong (35%), Canada (30%), and New Zealand (27%) all have higher rates of first and second generation immigrant students and, again, score higher than the United States on PISA.

Most of these systems do not rely on multiple-choice, machine-scored examinations. Most questions on their examinations are essay based. They are, therefore, able to assess higher level skills and more kinds of skills than can be assessed with most of the assessments used in the United States, which gives their students a very important advantage in the global marketplace. But these top systems also publish both their exam questions and answers that earn high marks, along with an explanation, from the examiners, as to why the answer deserved high marks. In this way, the top-performing countries strike a very important blow for equity, because this system has the effect of setting the same expectations for the homeless child in the center city as for the rich student in the suburbs. The standards are high and they are uniform. With examples of real student work that meets standards in front of them, students know exactly what they have to do to succeed. All of the top-performing countries benchmark their academic and work-ready standards to those of other top-performing countries and in that way make sure that their standards are high enough to assure all students that, if they meet those standards, they will be globally competitive.

Precisely because these standards are high, the top performers pay a lot of attention to developing strategies for catching as early as possible students who start to fall behind and getting them back on track for success.
Ontario assesses school readiness at age five. Using a tool called the Early Development Instrument, they measure physical health and well-being, social competence, emotional maturity, language and cognitive development, communication skills, and general knowledge. A little over 70% are judged ready; those that are not are given double-period math and/or literacy classes with specialized teachers through primary school. In addition, the Ontario authorities put much effort into providing teachers with formative and diagnostic assessment tools that teachers can use to keep track of student progress and provide extra help when needed.

In Finland, all students get Individual Education Plans, based on diagnostic tests given when students enter primary school. All Finnish school faculties include a special education teacher who is there to make sure that any student who needs special help gets it. During their careers in school, close to 70% of Finnish school children get special help at some time or other, which takes the sting out of being labelled a special education student. The vast majority of students are considered “special education” students in Finland at one time or another.

In Singapore, too, students are screened when they enter primary school. Children who need extra help are given a half-hour a day of extra reading time and four to eight additional periods of mathematics each week for the first year of primary school. At the end of the year, teachers make a determination as to whether to keep students in the program for a second year. This program has recently been expanded to the secondary schools as well.

In all of these systems, there is a massive effort to make sure there is a surplus of high-quality teachers available for every school. In almost all of these systems, extra teachers are assigned to schools serving high proportions of disadvantaged students. In many of them, there are strong incentives for the best teachers to serve in schools serving high proportions of disadvantaged students.

But the commitment to enabling all students to get to high standards is most apparent in the way the top performers use their teachers’ time. Much less time is spent in front of students teaching. Much more is spent in other ways. For example, in Singapore and Shanghai all teachers spend an hour a week in regularly scheduled meetings. One of the topics at these meetings is students whose daily formative evaluation indicates they are in danger of falling behind. All the teachers of that student will talk with one another to exchange ideas as to what the problem is and what might be done about it. The result might be a commitment from one teacher to talk with the student’s parents or from another to conduct a diagnostic test or for another to make a change in teaching method. That team will keep checking on that student until he or she is back on track. Or the team might decide that the student needs regular tutoring to catch up and the teachers use some of the time they are not teaching during the regular school day to do that tutoring. Tutoring is not a special program with its own administration. It is a regular activity in the school, available to any student who needs it from the regular teachers, who are trained as, among other things, skilled tutors. In this way, all students, from the most gifted to those who need a lot of extra help to master the
regular – but demanding – curriculum are able to do so with a minimum of labelling and a minimum of separation from the other students.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

38. Maryland must, like the top performers, measure the school readiness of all incoming kindergarteners and enable teachers to use the knowledge thus gained to create education plans for each child and for the school that reflect the professional judgment of the faculty of the school as to the measures that need to be taken to help each child get on track and stay on track to college and career readiness. This is discussed further in the Early Childhood Education section of this chapter.

39. Maryland schools must, like Singapore, Finland, and Ontario, make whatever adjustments are needed in the normal program of the school to focus on the core needs of each child as revealed in the initial screening.

40. Maryland must provide every elementary teacher in the State and appropriate university faculty members responsible for the preparation of elementary school teachers training in tutoring techniques shown by research to be effective in teaching reading to students who enter first grade not yet ready to profit from on-grade instruction in reading and to students who remain behind in the primary grades. The ability to identify the differing needs of struggling learners and the skill to design appropriate intervention strategies should be built into the teacher preparation programs in all schools of education across the State as well as included in ongoing professional development for teachers.

41. Until the policy recommendations related to teacher training in Recommendations #39 and #40 are implemented and Maryland teachers routinely have the knowledge and time to do so during the regular school day, Maryland must invest in a program to train tutors for school-aged students who are significantly behind in reading in the primary grades. Minnesota has created such a program for reading and math tutors and a similar program is operating on a limited basis in Maryland.

42. Maryland must make the same kind of investment in the tools needed for high-quality formative evaluation of students that the top performers have been making, as also recommended in Recommendation #36h above, so that regular classroom teachers develop high levels of expertise in the techniques needed to recognize almost immediately during a class, which students do not understand or misunderstand the material, and also, the tools and knowledge needed to accurately diagnose the problem and identify a solution with a high probability of working.

43. Maryland must develop policies to give regular classroom teachers time during the day away from their teaching responsibilities to work with other teachers to pool their observations of students who are experiencing trouble, to come up with solutions to those problems and together monitor student progress to make sure that the solutions are working; Maryland must also develop policies to give its regular classroom teachers much more time to tutor students who need that special attention to get on track and stay on track.
More Resources for At-risk Students

Provide More Resources for At-risk Students so that Maryland Students Can Achieve the World-class College and Career Readiness Standards

Resources for Schools

The following table compares the cost of educating the average elementary and secondary school student in fiscal 2016 in the top-performing nine countries, the United States as a whole, and the states of Maryland and Massachusetts. Massachusetts is shown because it is the only state in the United States that would rank, if it were a country, among the top performers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top performing countries</th>
<th>$9,623</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>$12,152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>$15,544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>$14,917</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the cost to Maryland of educating the average student is 50% more than it is in the top-performing countries, this does not take into consideration numerous important differences. One is that national and state accounts are not kept in the same way in the United States as they are in most other countries. For example, in most OECD countries, the competitive sports program is paid for by the municipality, not the schools, whereas that is not the case in the United States. In many highly urbanized countries, most students take public transportation to school that is not paid for by the school district. It is also the case that benefits for school staff are accounted for differently in some countries than in others. And many of the top-performing countries spend much more on general support and social, medical, dental, and other services for families with young children than the United States does, none of which is accounted for in their school budgets. In the United States, the schools bear the burden of trying to address the problems that the lack of such support in this country causes for the schools as they try to educate students who are increasingly entering school far less ready for school than their counterparts. It is entirely possible that, once these differences in the provision of non-educational services are taken into account, the difference in expenditure could disappear. That conjecture is made more plausible by comparing per pupil expenditures in Massachusetts and Maryland, which are very similar. In this case, the accounting conventions are similar, as are the provision of services to families with young children, so one can assume that these are apples-to-apples comparisons.

Maryland ranked eleventh in per pupil spending in the United States in fiscal 2014, but dropped to nineteenth when adjusted for regional cost differences, even though Maryland’s median income is the highest in the nation. The average of spending in the
benchmark states of Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New Hampshire is $2,200 per student more than Maryland, which includes State, local, and federal funds. Maryland does not do well on measures of funding equity. Although Maryland has the highest weight in the country for low-income students in its funding formula, the State spends 4.9% less money (State and local) on poor school districts than on wealthy ones, making it the state with the fifteenth most regressive funding system in the nation. By contrast, Massachusetts spends 7.3% more money on students in low-income districts.

**Student Performance**

Maryland is spending roughly the same as top-performing systems, somewhat less than the benchmark U.S. states, and more on wealthy schools than poor schools. How does that translate to student academic performance?

The performance of Massachusetts’ school children is comparable to the performance of students in the top-performing countries, which is far superior to the performance of Maryland’s students. In the latest PISA results, if Massachusetts were a country it would have ranked among the very top-performing systems in the world in science (sixth highest) and in reading (second only to Singapore) and eighteenth in math. This compares to the U.S. rankings of twenty-third in reading, thirty-ninth in math, and twenty-fifth in science. Maryland does not participate in PISA as a country, so there are no comparable data. However, the most recent results from the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) show that in 2015, Massachusetts led the nation on NAEP in fourth-grade reading and math and eighth-grade math; on eighth-grade reading, it tied for second place with Vermont (both a single point below New Hampshire). Maryland ranked roughly in the middle of states on NAEP (twenty-ninth in fourth-grade math, twenty-sixth in fourth-grade reading, twenty-fifth in eighth-grade math) with the exception of eighth-grade reading, where Maryland ranked eighteenth.

While Massachusetts’ performance on NAEP is among the best in the country, still only about 50% of Massachusetts’ students are performing at or above proficiency. Looking at overall performance is important, but the gaps in performance between different subgroups of students are what truly measure the equity of a school system. Here Maryland and Massachusetts’ performance is similar, though not positive. To compare one state to another NAEP provides an apples-to-apples comparison. The 2015 NAEP eighth grade mathematics assessment shows a gap of 32 points between Maryland students who are eligible for the national school lunch program (a measure of poverty) compared to those who are not. When looking at the race of students there is a gap of 34 points between White and African American students and 23 points for Hispanic students in Maryland. The gap between special education students and nonspecial education students in Maryland is 41 points. For all of these subgroups, the gap in Massachusetts is roughly equal to or larger than in Maryland. In all cases Maryland’s gap is larger than the national average gap. The gaps in eighth-grade reading and fourth-grade reading and math are slightly less, but still significant.
Taking a deeper dive into Maryland student performance, Maryland participates in the PARCC assessments for federally mandated testing in most grade levels and subjects. The goal is that all, or nearly all, students are proficient. The most recent data from 2017 shows that just under half (49.3%) of students taking the English 10 exam received a proficient score (4 or 5) indicating college and career readiness. Further, there are racial and socioeconomic gaps in student performance. For example, while 67.5% of White students and 77.5% of Asian students were proficient, only 29.0% of African American students and 34.3% of Hispanic students were proficient. And only about one-quarter of low-income students, English language learners (ELL), and special education students were proficient. These negative performance gaps have widened since the 2016 administration of PARCC. Similar results are seen in the Algebra I PARCC assessment, with only 36.5% of total test takers scoring proficient.

Data from the OECD shows that, in the industrialized countries, there is little correlation between how much is spent on schooling and student achievement. Further, OECD has found that, in many countries, once total spending on a child’s education (first through tenth grade) reaches $50,000, how any additional funding is spent is as important as how much more is spent.

**Support for High-need Students**

Among the eight states using a single weight in their formula for special education students, as Maryland does, five apply a higher weight than Maryland. At about 12% of students statewide, Maryland’s special education enrollment is about average for the United States but more than double the special needs identification rates of the top performers in the world. It is imperative to build an instructional system with an early warning system that identifies students as soon as they begin to fall behind and provides the necessary supports to get them back on track before they fall too far behind grade level. This is what the top performers do. Investing in this strategy should reduce the number of students who are identified as in need of special education services in the future.

All of the international top performers assign extra teachers to work with high-need students. Finland and Singapore assign all schools learning-support teachers who work with small groups of students in classrooms to provide them with extra help to stay on track in class. Ontario assigns literacy and numeracy support teachers to all schools and additional teachers to secondary schools where there are high numbers of students at risk of not graduating. These extra teachers work with students under the direction of the classroom teacher with the aim of helping these students succeed in the specific work for that class. This is different than what is typically done in the United States where students are rarely pulled out of class to work with specialists and, even when they are, the schools most often use an “intervention” program that is not necessarily aligned with the classroom curriculum. After school support is most often provided by paraprofessionals, again, with little coordination with classroom work.
In addition to assigning more teachers to at-risk students, many of the top performers have explicit policies to ensure that these students are taught by the most qualified and/or highly qualified teachers. For example, both Singapore and Shanghai assign well-regarded teachers and school leaders to help low-performing schools and teachers. It is an expectation that many educators on higher levels of Shanghai’s career ladder will teach for a time in lower-performing or rural schools, either as part of the Empowered Management Schools process that shares school staff collaboratively across high- and low-performing schools or as part of a temporary rotation into a low-performing school full time. It is very hard, if not impossible, for teachers to move up the career ladder in Singapore and Shanghai unless they have taught disadvantaged students. While Finland does not have a specific policy to assign highly qualified teachers to high-need schools, there are financial incentives for teachers to work in rural and high-need schools. In addition, many teachers teach in rural areas initially, as jobs in the cities are more competitive. In effect, this helps to distribute highly qualified teachers throughout the country. In addition to these specific policies, all of the top-performing jurisdictions have much higher entry standards for the profession, which ensures a higher-quality bar for teachers across the system.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

The Commission will cost out the policy recommendations made in this preliminary report over the first few months of 2018. Until that work is completed, the Commission cannot make recommendations on the amount of the base funding in the formula or the weights to be applied to that base for at-risk students. The Commission is prepared now to make the following recommendations, which will guide the Commission as it develops its final report:

44. The basic structure of the State’s funding formulas as created by the Thornton legislation – uniform base funding with additional weights for specified categories of disadvantaged students based on a calculation of adequate funding – should be preserved and updated.

45. Funding must be distributed according to the needs of students both among school districts – and within school districts – so that students who need additional services and supports are receiving them.

46. Funding must also be distributed equitably, with greater resources going to the less-wealthy jurisdictions.

47. For the purpose of costing out the preliminary recommendations, the weight for special education students should be increased. The results from the costing out should be implemented as a place holder until an in-depth study by experts can be conducted and provided to the Governor and legislature, which should include differentiated weights based on the severity of a student’s disability.

48. A new weight for schools with high concentrations of students living in poverty should be added. An analysis of what this additional weight should be and whether the weight...
should be differentiated among levels of high poverty will be conducted and included in the Commission’s final report.

49. Wraparound services for at-risk students and their families must be significantly increased so that all students have the opportunity for academic success. These services must include incorporating a service coordinator at each school above a certain poverty level to coordinate services provided by public and private agencies and expanding the community schools strategy. The physical and mental health needs of students and their families must also be addressed as well as the need for expanded learning time such as after-school and summer programs. To the extent that existing providers cannot meet the needs of students, the concentration of poverty factor in Recommendation #48 should provide the funding to support these services.

50. While ensuring adequate services and supports are provided for high concentrations of students living in poverty is critical, the State and school systems must also consider strategies for the de-concentration of poverty in schools, utilizing research that shows that beyond a certain level, students learn better in socioeconomically diverse schools.

51. Maryland must ensure that highly qualified teachers are teaching in high-needs schools and provide additional learning opportunities for struggling students.

52. Maryland must implement strategies to identify any special needs a student may have as early as possible and address those needs as quickly as possible. As has been demonstrated in high-performing systems, this will eventually result in reducing the number of students who are identified as needing special education and enable the State to target special education resources to those with severe cognitive disabilities. By doing what is necessary to improve both the readiness for school of children coming into kindergarten and through targeted support students receive once in school, the scale of the services reserved for special education students in upper grades can be reduced.

53. For students who continue to struggle and are not on track for college and career readiness despite early intervention, more intensive support must be provided, including one-on-one tutoring and additional instructional supports, including expanded learning time such as an extended school day and/or school year.

54. Currently the funding that school systems receive for at-risk students is based on their need for additional resources to be successful and have an opportunity to meet State standards. Targeted funds should follow at-risk students to allow for the allocation of additional teachers and other resources to schools and students using the results from an early warning system that identifies students who are not on track. The Commission recognizes that school systems need some flexibility in allocating funds to schools to reflect local strategies, initiatives, and school system needs. Required school-level expenditure reporting by federal law beginning in 2019 will, at a minimum, provide more transparency in how school systems are allocating funds to schools within their system. This data will allow for analysis of school-level spending patterns between and
among school systems. The Commission will continue to explore this issue and make specific recommendations in its final report.

55. The State must ensure that students have access to other professionals in school that provide assistance with a student’s social and emotional well-being (e.g., school counselors, school psychologists) and that these professionals receive professional development in order to stay abreast of current behavioral and other intervention strategies. This staffing should be informed by appropriate staffing standards and phased in throughout the implementation period, as determined in the final report, with higher poverty schools receiving these additional resources first.

56. The State should study the possibility of adopting social and emotional learning standards and cultural competency standards to give students the nonacademic skills needed to be college and career ready.
Governance and Accountability

Institute a Governance System to Develop Powerful Policies and Implement Them at Scale

Clear, Internationally Benchmarked Goals, which are Coupled to Coherent, Aligned Policies, Enacted through a Close Coupling between Policy and Practice

All the top-performing countries have ministries of education either at the state or national level. These ministries have no analogue to any unit of government in the United States. They are generally responsible for education at all levels, pre-kindergarten, elementary and secondary education, and higher education. In most cases, these ministries sit at the top of a civil service structure for education that starts with classroom teachers and support personnel and moves up in a hierarchy to the top civil servant in the ministry. Master teachers and principals are paid about the same. They report to district and regional officials, who are paid more, who in turn report to the central ministry staff, who are paid more, and they report to the permanent secretary, who is the highest paid professional educator in the system. The ministry officials are widely regarded as the nation’s leading experts on education matters. The ministries are typically assigned many functions that in the United States are assigned to separate bodies, such as licensing and standard-setting bodies. In most of these countries, policy direction for education is provided in a parliamentary system led by a minister who is a member of the majority in Parliament and can, therefore, be assured of the backing of the prime minister and the legislature.

Increasingly, the ministries of education have high-level units whose only job is to benchmark the standards, policies, and practices of the other top-performing nations, especially the changes the top performers are making to cope with the rapid changes in technology that are in turn creating major challenges in the nature of jobs and the economy. Most of these countries have well-worked-out systems to take this kind of intelligence and use it to plan big changes in the direction of national education policy. These plans usually involve widespread involvement of the public and education professionals in their preparation and the plans usually also include detailed implementation strategies. Indeed, it is usually the case that as much effort goes into the preparation for implementation as goes into the development of the plan itself. Because the system is an integrated, hierarchical civil service system, program planning is tightly coupled to implementation planning and implementation planning is tightly coupled to actual implementation. Because leadership for these changes in direction is provided by the party in power, the changes being planned and carried out by the civil service have the backing of the whole political structure.

None of this is true in Maryland, nor in any state in the United States. PreK-12 spending and accountability are highly decentralized. School superintendents do not report to state department of education officials. The Chief State School Officer (i.e., State Superintendent) is not the highest paid professional educator nor is there a reporting line that goes from master teacher and principal up through the hierarchy to
the Chief State School Officer. Responsibility for running the higher education system and the preK-12 system is widely distributed. In the United States, policies and practices of the world’s leading systems are not routinely benchmarked. Many different bodies have independent authority for specific parts of the education system and not infrequently work at cross purposes with one another. The system for governing education in Maryland, like the system throughout the United States, can best be described as highly fractionalized. In practice, only Massachusetts among U.S. states, at a particular point in time, was able to create a coalition that bridges this kind of fractionalization to create and implement a highly coherent major change in policy and practice. That fleeting effort to overcome a weak governance structure was then followed, years later, by changes in the structure made by a determined governor, changes that unified previously entirely separate governing structures under one “roof.” This structure remains in place today.

The question for Maryland is how it can move to an education system that gets results comparable to those achieved by the top performers with the highly decentralized governance system it has. That will require the State to find a way to get the same kind of coherence and power from its system as policy is made and implemented without transforming its governance structure to do it. An innovative approach to education governance will have to be found to accomplish this task.

Bridge to Excellence Master Plans

All of these issues came to the fore in 2002, when the legislature passed the Bridge to Excellence in Public Schools Act, translating the Thornton Commission recommendations into law. Then, as now, the core challenge was finding a way to connect school finance to a broad education reform program that would enable the students in the State to reach very ambitious new performance targets.

The new school finance formulas created by the Act were used to calculate how State education aid would be distributed to Maryland school districts. After that, it was up to the districts to decide how to use the money. School systems were required to submit “Master Plans,” essentially five-year strategic plans that described how the additional education aid would be spent to improve student achievement. The State Superintendent was given authority to review and approve the master plans, require revisions to plans, and to withhold State aid if the plan was unsatisfactory or if sufficient progress in improving student achievement was not being made.

In theory, then, Thornton included a system for holding school districts accountable for the way they used the considerably increased funds they would be getting. This was a crucial feature of the Thornton plan, especially in light of the OECD finding, referred to previously, that above a total of US $50,000 spent on a student’s education from the first grade through the end of Grade 10, there is very little correlation between how much money is spent and increases in student performance across systems. In other words, above a certain funding level, how the money is spent is at least as important as how much is spent. If that is true, then Maryland must find a way to hold
the schools and districts accountable for spending the money in a way that is highly likely to produce the expected result in student performance.

Master plans were reviewed by the State, but MGT of America found in a 2008 State-mandated report entitled, *An Evaluation of the Effect of the Increased State Aid to Local School Systems Through the Bridge to Excellence Act*, that while there were modest student gains over the 2003-2008 phase in of the Act, most districts and schools were not implementing changes in policy and practice for which there is clear evidence of effectiveness. Further, MGT found that the accounting systems used by districts did not track how the additional aid was spent.

Thus, while the master-plan approach was innovative at the time, and in theory held school systems accountable for the use of education aid, it did not work as had been intended. Such a system will only work if there are published criteria for review that are related to what research tells us about what will work, and the entity charged with reviewing and approving the plans and their implementation has the capacity and the authority to tie resource allocations to successful implementation of the plans. Up to the present, MSDE has only had the capacity to review master plans primarily for compliance with the specific statutory requirements of the Bridge to Excellence Act and the Every Student Succeeds Act (previously No Child Left Behind and other federal statutes).

As noted previously, the top-performing countries are getting substantially better results at a cost no greater than Maryland’s current cost. They are able to do this not only because they have more effective interventions, but because they have a different system of education. “System” does not refer simply to the arrangement of schools, districts, and central national or state agencies nor does it refer to an organization chart of the system or any part of it. It means the contents of each of the 9 Building Blocks and the way those building blocks are connected to each other in a way that, in the top-performing countries, leads to the operation of the whole in which each part and element of the whole system supports all the others in a harmonious and mutually reinforcing way. In such systems, the policies are designed to provide positive incentives to all the actors to work hard to achieve what the public wants for students and also provides the capacity in the schools and elsewhere needed to achieve those goals. That is what is meant by system. One of the most important findings from international comparative research on education is that it is difficult if not impossible to get consistently high student performance without a design for governing education that has the capacity and authority needed to create and maintain such a system.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

57. The Commission believes there must be a strong system of accountability in the implementation of its recommendations. In particular, a meaningful portion of new funding must be subject to the approval of specific plans to implement the Commission’s recommendations and must be subject to demonstrated progress toward greater student success. The Commission’s final report will further address this issue.
as well as the appropriate entity or entities to monitor implementation of the Commission’s recommendations.

58. Maryland should become part of the network of nations, states, provinces, schools, and districts in the OECD PISA survey, so that it can compare itself to over 100 leading education systems around the world on both the achievement of its students and the strategies that governments at every level are using to get high achievement and high equity.

59. Both during and at the end of the implementation period of the Commission’s recommendations, an evaluation of whether the Commission’s goals have been achieved and their effectiveness should be required.
Appendices
Chapter 701

(Senate Bill 905)

AN ACT concerning

Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education

FOR the purpose of establishing the Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education; providing for the composition, chair, and staffing of the Commission; requiring certain appointments to be made to ensure diversity within the Commission; prohibiting a member of the Commission from receiving certain compensation, but authorizing the reimbursement of certain expenses; requiring the Commission to review the findings and recommendations of a certain study, review certain education finance formulas, review certain accountability measures and review certain other matters; requiring the Commission to make certain recommendations on certain matters; requiring the Commission to make a preliminary and a final report of its findings and recommendations to the Governor and the General Assembly on or before certain dates; requiring certain appointments to the Commission to be made within a certain period of time; requiring a certain master plan to include certain information during certain calendar years; requiring the State Department of Education to convene a certain group of stakeholders to review certain requirements of a certain master plan and the federal Every Student Succeeds Act; requiring the Department to make a certain report on or before a certain date; providing for the termination of this Act; and generally relating to the Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education.

SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND, That:

(a) (1) There is a Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education.

(2) The Commission shall review the findings of the Study on Adequacy of Funding for Education in the State of Maryland that is to be completed on or before December 1, 2016, and provide recommendations on preparing students in the State to meet the challenges of a changing global economy, to meet the State’s workforce needs, to be prepared for postsecondary education and the workforce, and to be successful citizens in the 21st century.

(b) The Commission consists of the following members:

(1) two members of the Senate Education, Health, and Environmental Affairs Committee, appointed by the President of the Senate;

(2) two members of the Senate Budget and Taxation Committee, appointed by the President of the Senate;
(3) two members of the House Committee on Ways and Means, appointed by the Speaker of the House;

(4) two members of the House Appropriations Committee, appointed by the Speaker of the House;

(5) the State Superintendent of Schools;

(6) the Secretary of Budget and Management;

(7) the Chancellor of the University System of Maryland;

(8) one representative of the State Board of Education, appointed by the President of the Board;

(9) one representative of the Maryland State Education Association, appointed by the Executive Director of the Association;

(10) one representative of the Baltimore Teachers Union, appointed by the President of the Union;

(11) one representative from a county board of education, appointed by the Maryland Association of Boards of Education;

(12) one local school superintendent, appointed by the Public School Superintendents Association of Maryland;

(13) one chief financial officer of a local school system, appointed by the Association of School Business Officials;

(14) two representatives of the Maryland Association of Counties, one representing an urban county and one representing a rural county, appointed by the Executive Director of the Association;

(15) one representative of a group that advocates for public education, appointed by the State Superintendent of Schools;

(16) one parent of a student who attends a public school in the State, appointed by the Maryland PTA;

(17) one member of the public, appointed by the Governor;

(18) one member of the public, appointed by the President of the Senate;

(19) one member of the public, appointed by the Speaker of the House; and
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(20) one chief executive or owner of a business located in the State, nominated by the Maryland Chamber of Commerce and appointed by the Governor.

(c) To the extent practicable, appointments shall be made to ensure regional, ethnic, economic, and gender diversity on the Commission.

(d) (1) The Governor, the President of the Senate, and the Speaker of the House shall jointly designate the chair of the Commission.

2. If by August 1, 2016, the Governor, the President of the Senate, and the Speaker of the House do not jointly appoint a chair, the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House shall jointly appoint the chair of the Commission.

(e) The Department of Legislative Services, in consultation with the State Department of Education, shall provide staff for the Commission.

(f) A member of the Commission:

(1) may not receive compensation as a member of the Commission; but

(2) is entitled to reimbursement for expenses under the Standard State Travel Regulations, as provided in the State budget.

(g) The Commission shall:

(1) review the findings and recommendations of the Study on Adequacy of Funding for Education in the State of Maryland, including the studies conducted in accordance with Chapter 288 of the Acts of 2002, as amended by Chapter 397 of the Acts of 2011, and Chapter 709 of the Acts of 2012, and determine what recommendations should be made, including:

(i) the proxy used to identify economically disadvantaged students;

(ii) how to address issues of increasing and declining student enrollment;

(iii) the preferred approach to expanding publicly funded prekindergarten education, including expanding the services and supports needed in special education prekindergarten;

(iv) how to achieve greater equity in school finance and local wealth measures; and

(v) the appropriate regional cost of education index and how the index should be used to adjust education funding;
(2) review and assess the current education financing formulas and accountability measures;

(3) determine how the federal Every Student Succeeds Act, which provides additional flexibility and authority to states over assessments and accountability measures, will affect primary and secondary education in the State;

(4) determine how the State can better prepare students to be competitive in the workforce and with other high performing countries in the global economy;

(5) review how local school systems are spending education funds, including the increased State funding provided under the Bridge to Excellence in Public Schools Act of 2002;

(6) make recommendations for:

   (i) updating the base funding level for students without special needs and updating the per pupil weights for students with special needs to be applied to the base funding level as established by the Bridge to Excellence in Public Schools Act of 2002 to ensure that students are adequately prepared for college and careers;

   (ii) ensuring excellence in local school systems, student performance, and career and college readiness in the State;

   (iii) preparing students for postsecondary education and the workforce, including addressing how to increase participation in innovative public school models that may require additional funding or alternative funding mechanisms, such as:

       1. dual enrollment programs;

       2. early and middle college programs;

       3. Pathways in Technology Early College High schools;

       4. apprenticeships and internships;

       5. career and technology education programs;

       6. community schools, including how the State can leverage federal 21st Century Community Learning Center Grants to expand community schools in the State; and

       7. other schools that provide innovative education through curriculum, structure, and socioeconomic diversity;
(iv) ensuring the adequacy and equity of funding for prekindergarten and other early childhood education programs;

(v) addressing the impact of high concentrations of poverty on local school systems; and

(vi) ensuring that education funds are being spent efficiently and effectively and that local school systems are allocating their resources to improve student achievement; and

(vii) ensuring that State laws promote collaboration between county governments and local school systems; and

(7) make any other recommendations on legislation and policy initiatives to enhance the availability of innovative educational opportunities and to enhance the adequacy and equity of State funding for prekindergarten through grade 12 public education in the State.

(h) (1) On or before December 31, 2016, the Commission shall provide a preliminary report of its findings and recommendations to the Governor and, in accordance with § 2–1246 of the State Government Article, the Senate Education, Health, and Environmental Affairs Committee, the Senate Budget and Taxation Committee, the House Committee on Ways and Means, and the House Appropriations Committee.

(2) On or before December 31, 2017, the Commission shall provide a final report of its findings and recommendations to the Governor and, in accordance with § 2–1246 of the State Government Article, the Senate Education, Health, and Environmental Affairs Committee, the Senate Budget and Taxation Committee, the House Committee on Ways and Means, and the House Appropriations Committee.

SECTION 2. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That all appointments to the Commission shall be made within 60 days of the effective date of this Act.

SECTION 3. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That:

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, for calendar years 2016 and 2017, a county board of education’s annual update of the comprehensive master plan required by § 5–401(b)(3) of the Education Article shall include only:

(1) the budget requirements required by § 5–401(b)(5) of the Education Article;

(2) the goals, objectives, and strategies regarding the performance of:

(i) students requiring special education, as defined in § 5–209 of the Education Article;
(ii) students with limited English proficiency, as defined in § 5–208 of the Education Article; and

(iii) students failing to meet, or failing to make progress toward meeting, State performance standards, including any segment of the student population that is, on average, performing at a lower achievement level than the student population as a whole;

(3) the strategies to address any disparities in achievement for students in item (2)(iii) of this subsection; and

(4) the requirements of § 7–203.3 of the Education Article, as enacted by Chapter___ (S.B. 533/H.B. 412) of the Acts of the General Assembly of 2016.

(b) (1) The State Department of Education shall convene a group of stakeholders to review the current statutory and regulatory requirements of the master plan and the new requirements of the federal Every Student Succeeds Act.

(2) On or before October 1, 2017, the Department shall report to the State Board of Education, the Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education, as enacted by Section 1 of this Act, and, in accordance with § 2–1246 of the State Government Article, the General Assembly on recommendations regarding:

(i) what information future comprehensive master plans should contain; and

(ii) whether future comprehensive master plans should be completed in a digital form that can be updated periodically.

SECTION 4. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act shall take effect June 1, 2016. It shall remain effective for a period of 2 years and, at the end of May 31, 2018, with no further action required by the General Assembly, this Act shall be abrogated and of no further force and effect.

Enacted under Article II, § 17(c) of the Maryland Constitution, May 28, 2016.
Chapter 702 is identical to Chapter 701, and thus is not shown. It is available here: http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/2016RS/chapters_noln/Ch_702_hb0999T.pdf.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Vote</th>
<th>Favorable</th>
<th>Favorable with amendments</th>
<th>Unfavorable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>David R. Brinkley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert L. Caret</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott E. Dorsey</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chester E. Finn</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen H. Guthrie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David E. Helfman</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalman R. Hettleman</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegate Adrienne A. Jones</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegate Anne R. Kaiser</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senator Nancy J. King</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Ysla Leight</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senator Richard S. Madaleno, Jr.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegate Maggie McIntosh</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie R. Pellegrino</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senator Paul G. Pinsky</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig L. Rice</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen B. Salmon</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joy Schaefer</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Showalter</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David M. Steiner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William (Bill) R. Valentine</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senator Steve Waugh</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegate Alonzo T. Washington</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret E. Williams</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William E. Kirwan, Chair</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Commission Meeting Dates

September 29, 2016
October 31, 2016
December 8, 2016
January 9, 2017
April 26, 2017
June 1, 2017
June 28, 2017
July 26, 2017
August 30, 2017
September 14, 2017
October 12, 2017
October 25, 2017
November 16, 2017
November 30, 2017
December 11, 2017
December 20, 2017
January 8, 2018

Statewide Public Hearings

September 14, 2017 (Stevensville)
September 28, 2017 (Frederick)
October 12, 2017 (Baltimore City)
October 25, 2017 (Upper Marlboro)

I. Chair’s Opening Remarks and Introductions/Commission Charge

II. Overview of Education Policy Landscape in Maryland Since 2002
   • Dr. Karen B. Salmon, State Superintendent of Schools, Maryland State Department of Education

III. Overview of Education Funding in Maryland
   • John W. Rohrer, Coordinator – Fiscal and Policy Analysis, Department of Legislative Services
   • Rachel H. Hise, Education Workgroup Leader, Department of Legislative Services
   • Erika S. Schissler, Education Workgroup Leader, Department of Legislative Services

IV. Summary of the Adequacy Study and Consultant Studies
   • Kristy L. Michel, Chief Operating Officer and Deputy Superintendent for Finance and Administration, Maryland State Department of Education

V. Discussion of 2016 Schedule and Workplan

VI. Chair’s Closing Remarks

Next Meeting: Monday, October 31, 2016 – 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. – 120 House Office Building, 6 Bladen Street, Annapolis, Maryland
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education
William E. Kirwan, Chair

Agenda
October 31, 2016
1:00-4:30 p.m.
120 House Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland

I. Chair’s Opening Remarks

II. Overview of Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)
   • Lee Posey, National Conference of State Legislatures

III. Overview of Accountability and Student Performance in Maryland
    • Dr. Karen B. Salmon, State Superintendent of Schools, Maryland State Department of Education

IV. No Time to Lose: How to Build a World-Class Education System State by State
    • Lee Posey, National Conference of State Legislatures

V. Lessons from Top Performing Education Systems
    • Marc Tucker, National Center on Education and the Economy

VI. Implementing System Reform
    • David Driscoll, Former Commissioner of Education, Massachusetts
    • Marc Tucker, National Center on Education and the Economy

VII. Chair’s Closing Remarks and Adjournment

Next Meeting: Thursday, December 8, 2016 – 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. – 120 House Office Building, 6 Bladen Street, Annapolis, Maryland
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education  
*William E. Kirwan, Chair*

**Agenda**  
December 8, 2016  
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.  
120 House Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland

---

I. **Chair’s Opening Remarks**

II. **Final Report on Adequacy of Education Funding in Maryland**

- Robert Palaich, Augenblick, Palaich and Associates (APA) Consulting  
- Justin Silverstein, APA Consulting  
- Mark Fermanich, APA Consulting

12:30-1:15 p.m. Lunch Break – Lunch will be provided for the Commission in Room 180

III. **Adequacy Funding and Education Expenditures Since 2002**

- Rachel Hise and Scott Gates, Department of Legislative Services (DLS)  
- Erika Schissler, Kyle Siefering, and Eric Pierce, DLS

IV. **No Time to Lose Report and Next Steps**

- Julie Bell, National Conference of State Legislatures  
- Betsy Brown Ruzzi, National Center on Education and the Economy

V. **Discussion of Interim Report and 2017 Meetings**

VI. **Chair’s Closing Remarks and Adjournment**

*Next Meeting: Monday, January 9, 2017 – 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. – 120 House Office Building*
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Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education
*William E. Kirwan, Chair*

Agenda
January 9, 2017
1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
120 House Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland

I. Chair’s Opening Remarks

II. Teacher Quality Systems in Top Performing Countries
   - Linda Darling-Hammond, President and CEO, Learning Policy Institute

III. Quality Teacher Preparation Programs
   - Robert Rickenbrode, Senior Managing Director of Teacher Preparation Strategies, National Council on Teacher Quality (NCTQ)

IV. Moderated Discussion of High Quality Teaching
   - Marc Tucker, President, National Center on Education and the Economy, Moderator
   - Linda Darling-Hammond, Learning Policy Institute
   - Robert Rickenbrode, NCTQ

V. Adequacy of Education Funding Since 2002
   - Rachel Hise, Lead Principal Analyst, Department of Legislative Services (DLS)
   - Scott Gates, Senior Analyst, DLS

VI. Overview of Maryland Benchmarking and Gap Analysis Process
   - Marc Tucker, President, National Center on Education and the Economy (NCEE)
   - Betsy Brown Ruzzi, Vice President, NCEE

VII. Discussion of 2017 Draft Work Plan/Schedule

VIII. Chair’s Closing Remarks and Adjournment
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education

William E. Kirwan, Chair

Agenda

April 26, 2017
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
120 House Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland

10:00am  Chair’s Opening Remarks

10:15am  Discussion of 2017 Work Plan and Summary of Relevant Education Legislation Passed During the 2017 Legislative Session

  • Rachel Hise, Lead Principal Analyst, Department of Legislative Services (DLS)

10:45am  Overview of National Center on Education and the Economy (NCEE) Gap Analyses

  • Marc Tucker, President, NCEE
  • Betsy Brown Ruzzi, Vice President, NCEE

11:00am  How Maryland Compares to Top Performing Systems – Element #2, Building Blocks 5 & 6 - Highly Qualified Teachers and Professional Work Environments

  • Marc Tucker and Betsy Brown Ruzzi, NCEE

Commission Discussion of Building Blocks 5 & 6 Gap Analysis and Q&A

12:15pm  Break – Lunch Provided for Commissioners and Staff in Room 170/180
12:45pm  Breakout Group Discussions about Building Blocks 5 & 6 *(see separate handouts for group assignments and discussion questions)*

1:45pm   Breakout Group Report Out *(10 minutes each)*

2:15pm   **Maryland Examples of Building Blocks 5 & 6**

   - Dr. Sonja Santelises, Chief Executive Officer, Baltimore City Public Schools
   - Dr. Nancy Shapiro, Associate Vice Chancellor for Education and Outreach & Special Assistant to the Chancellor for P-20 Education, University System of Maryland

3:00pm   **How Maryland Compares to Top Performing Systems – Element #2, Building Block 8 – Leadership Development**

   - Marc Tucker and Betsy Brown Ruzzi, NCEE
   - Tony McKay, CEO, Centre for Strategic Education, Melbourne, Australia and Deputy Chancellor of Swinburn University (via Skype)

3:45pm   Breakout Group Discussions about Building Block 8

4:30pm   Breakout Group Report Out *(10 minutes each)*

5:00pm   Chair’s Closing Remarks and Adjournment

*Next Meeting: Thursday, June 1, 2017, 9:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m., Room 120 HOB*
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education  
*William E. Kirwan, Chair*

Agenda

**June 1, 2017**  
**9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.**  
**120 House Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland**

---

9:30 a.m.  Chair’s Opening Remarks

9:40 a.m.  Career and Technical Education in Top Performing Systems

- Bob Schwartz, Harvard University

**How Maryland Compares to Top Performing Systems – Element #3, Building Block 7 Career and Technical Education**

- Marc Tucker and Betsy Brown Ruzzi, National Center on Education and the Economy (NCEE)
- Bob Schwartz

**Commission Discussion of Building Block 7 Gap Analysis and Q&A**

11:15 a.m.  Maryland Examples of Building Block 7

- Lynne Gilli, Maryland State Department of Education
- Michael Thomas, Baltimore City Public Schools
- Kristine Pearl, Frederick County Public Schools

12:15 p.m.  Break – *Lunch Provided for Commissioners and Staff in Room 180*

12:45 p.m.  Breakout Group Discussions about Building Block 7 *(see separate handouts for group assignments and discussion questions)*
1:30 p.m. Early Childhood Education in Top Performing Systems

- Lynn Kagan, Columbia University and Yale University

How Maryland Compares to Top Performing Systems – Element #1, Building Block 1 Early Childhood Education

- Marc Tucker and Betsy Brown Ruzzi, NCEE
- Lynn Kagan

Commission Discussion of Building Block 1 Gap Analysis and Q&A

2:45 p.m. Breakout Group Discussions about Building Block 1

3:30 p.m. Breakout Group Report Out *(15 minutes each)* and Commission Discussion

4:30 p.m. Public Comment

5:00 p.m. Chair’s Closing Remarks and Adjournment
- Feedback Form

Next Meeting: Wednesday, June 28, 2017, 9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Room 120 HOB
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education
William E. Kirwan, Chair

Agenda

June 28, 2017
9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
120 House Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland

9:30 a.m. Chair’s Opening Remarks

9:40 a.m. Efforts to Improve the Teaching Profession (from April meeting)

- Jack R. Smith, Superintendent, Montgomery County Public Schools
- Nancy Shapiro, Associate Vice Chancellor, University System of Maryland
- Zachary Levine, Executive Director, TEACH.org

10:45 a.m. How Maryland Compares to Top Performing Systems – Element 2, Building Blocks 3 & 4 – World Class Instructional System and Clear Gateways Set to Global Standards with No Dead Ends

- Marc Tucker and Betsy Brown Ruzzi, National Center on Education and the Economy (NCEE)

Commission Discussion of Building Blocks 3 & 4 Gap Analysis and Q&A

12:15 p.m. Break – Lunch Provided for Commissioners and Staff in Room 170/180

12:45 p.m. Breakout Group Discussions about Building Blocks 3 & 4 (see separate handouts for group assignments and discussion questions)
1:45 p.m. Breakout Group Report Out (5-10 minutes each) and Commission Discussion

2:30 p.m. Maryland School Case Studies from the APA Adequacy Study

- Gail Sunderman, Maryland Equity Project, University of Maryland, College Park Campus
- Karen Blannard, Community Superintendent, Baltimore County Public Schools
- Missy Beltran, Principal, Chadwick Elementary School
- Brandy Brady, Principal, Somerset Intermediate School
- Tracie Bartemy, Director of Schools, Somerset County Public Schools

3:30 p.m. How Maryland Compares in U.S. on Student Achievement and Funding

- Matthew Chingos, Urban Institute

4:30 p.m. Public Comment

4:45 p.m. Chair’s Closing Remarks and Adjournment

Next Meeting: Wednesday, July 26, 2017, 9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Room 120 HOB
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education
William E. Kirwan, Chair

Agenda

July 26, 2017
9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
120 House Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland

9:30 a.m.  Chair’s Opening Remarks

9:40 a.m.  The Journey to Equity and Excellence: Addressing the Impact of Poverty
   • Paul Reville, Graduate School of Education, Harvard University

10:45 a.m. How Maryland Compares to Top Performing Systems – Building Block 2
   – More Resources for At-risk Students
   • Marc Tucker and Betsy Brown Ruzzi, National Center on Education and the Economy (NCEE)

Commission Discussion of Building Block 2 Gap Analysis and Q&A

12:15 p.m. Break – Lunch Provided for Commissioners and Staff in Room 170/180

12:45 p.m. Breakout Group Discussions about Building Block 2 (see separate handouts for group assignments and discussion questions)

1:45 p.m. Breakout Group Report Out (5-10 minutes each) and Commission Discussion
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2:30 p.m. Maryland Example: Community Schools

- Bernice Butler, Institute for Educational Leadership
- C. Mark Hornbeck Gaither, Principal, Wolfe Street Academy
- Abby Beytin, President, Teachers Association of Baltimore County
- K. Alexander Wallace, Member, Prince George’s County Board of Education

3:30 p.m. Overview of Every Student Succeeds Act Consolidated State Plan Draft #2

- Mary Gable, Assistant State Superintendent, Maryland State Department of Education (MSDE)
- Dara Shaw, Executive Director, Research and Accountability, MSDE

4:30 p.m. Public Comment

4:45 p.m. Chair’s Closing Remarks and Adjournment

Next Meeting: Wednesday, August 30, 2017, 9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Room 120 HOB
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education  
*William E. Kirwan, Chair*

Agenda

August 30, 2017  
9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.  
120 House Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland

9:30 a.m.  Chair’s Opening Remarks

9:40 a.m.  ESSA Consolidated State Plan

- Andrew Smarick, President, State Board of Education
- Karen Salmon, State Superintendent of Schools
- Mary Gable and Dara Shaw, Maryland State Department of Education

10:30 a.m. How Maryland Compares to Top Performing Systems – Building Block 9 – Governance and Accountability

- Marc Tucker and Betsy Brown Ruzzi, National Center on Education and the Economy (NCEE)

Commission Discussion of Building Block 9 Gap Analysis and Q&A

11:30 a.m. Breakout Group Discussions about Building Block 9 *see separate handouts for group assignments and discussion questions*

*Lunch Provided for Commissioners and Staff in Room 170/180*
1:00 p.m. What the PISA Survey Tells Us About Equity, Efficiency, Student Performance and Funding

- Andreas Schleicher, Director, Directorate of Education and Skills, Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)

2:00 p.m. Breakout Group Report Out (5-10 minutes each) and Commission Discussion

3:00 p.m. Commission Discussion of Next Steps

4:00 p.m. Public Comment

4:30 p.m. Chair’s Closing Remarks and Adjournment

Next Meeting: Thursday, September 14, 2017, 9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Room 120 HOB
Box Dinner Provided for Commissioners
Eastern Shore Public Hearing, 6:30-8:30 p.m., Stevensville Middle School, 610 Main St. Stevensville, MD 21666 (Kent Island)
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education

William E. Kirwan, Chair

Agenda

September 14, 2017
9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
120 House Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland

9:30 a.m. Chair’s Opening Remarks

9:40 a.m. Work Session on Developing Consensus Recommendations and Further Discussion

11:30 a.m. Lunch Followed by Breakout Group Discussions (see separate handout)

Lunch Provided for Commissioners and Staff in Room 145

1:00 p.m. Breakout Group Report Out (5-10 minutes each) and Commission Discussion

1:30 p.m. Work Session on Funding and Accountability

3:15 p.m. Breakout Group Discussions

4:30 p.m. Breakout Group Report Out (5-10 minutes each) and Commission Discussion

5:00 p.m. Chair’s Closing Remarks and Adjournment (Box dinners available for Commissioners attending Eastern Shore public hearing)
Next Meetings:  

September 28 — Western Maryland Public Hearing, 6:30-8:30 p.m., LYNX High School, 650 Carroll Parkway, Frederick, MD

October 12 — Commission meeting in Room 120, Annapolis, 1:00-4:30 p.m. followed by the Baltimore City Public Hearing, 6:30-8:30 p.m., Polytechnic High School, Baltimore, MD
I. Welcome and Chair’s Opening Remarks

II. Public Testimony

III. Chair’s Closing Remarks
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education  
*William E. Kirwan, Chair*

**Agenda**  
September 28, 2017, 6:30 p.m.  
LYNX at Frederick High School  
650 Carroll Parkway  
Frederick, Maryland

I. Welcome and Chair’s Opening Remarks

II. Public Testimony

III. Chair’s Closing Remarks
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education
William E. Kirwan, Chair

Agenda

October 12, 2017
10:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
120 House Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland

10:00 a.m. Chair’s Opening Remarks

10:10 a.m. Achieving Proficiency for All

- Robert E. Slavin and Nancy A. Madden
  Center for Research and Reform in Education, Johns Hopkins University and Success for All Foundation

11:00 a.m. Reaching Consensus

- Building Block 7 – Career and Technical Education

11:30 a.m. Lunch Followed by Breakout Group Discussions (Lunch Provided for Commissioners and Staff in Room 180)

12:30 p.m. Breakout Group Report Out (5-10 minutes each)

1:00 p.m. Invited Stakeholder Panels

1. Maryland Association of Boards of Education (MABE) and Public School Superintendents’ Association of Maryland
   - Tolbert Rowe, Caroline County Board of Education and MABE President-Elect
   - Superintendent D’Ette W. Devine, Cecil County Public Schools
   - Superintendent Theresa R. Alban, Frederick County Public Schools

2. Maryland State Education Association (MSEA) and Baltimore Teachers’ Union (BTU)
   - Betty Weller, President, MSEA
   - Sean Johnson, Assistant Executive Director of Political and Legislative Affairs
   - Steven Hershkowitz, Policy and Research Specialist
3. **Maryland Education Coalition**
   - Rick Tyler, Maryland Education Coalition Co-chair
   - Bebe Verdery, ACLU of Maryland Education Reform Project
   - Latisha Corey, President, Maryland PTA
   - Ellie Mitchell, Executive Director, Maryland Out of School Time Network
   - Shamarla McCoy, Education Policy Director, Advocates for Children and Youth

4. **Arts Education in Maryland Schools Alliance**
   - Mary Ann Mears, Sculptor, Founder, and Trustee
   - Martin Knott, Trustee

5. **Career Apprenticeships**
   - Secretary Kelly Schulz, Department of Labor, Licensing, and Regulation
   - Tim Bojanowski, Zest Social Media Solutions

6. **Child Care/Prekindergarten Providers**
   - Tracy Jost, Kid’s Campus Early Learning Center
   - Crystal Hardy-Flowers, Little Flowers Early Childhood and Development

3:15 p.m. Chair’s Closing Remarks and Adjournment

*Box dinners available for Commissioners attending Baltimore City public hearing beginning at 5:00 p.m.*

**Next Meeting:** Wednesday, October 25, 2017 9:30 a.m. – 5 p.m. followed by Central/Southern Maryland public hearing 6:30-8:30 p.m., Largo High School, Upper Marlboro, Maryland
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education

William E. Kirwan, Chair

Agenda
October 12, 2017, 5:00 p.m.
Baltimore Polytechnic Institute
1400 W. Cold Spring Lane
Baltimore, Maryland

I. Welcome and Chair’s Opening Remarks

II. Opening Remarks

- Catherine E. Pugh, Mayor of the City of Baltimore
- Baltimore City Board of School Commissioners
  Cheryl Casciani, Chair
  Peter Kannam, Vice Chair
- Baltimore City Public Schools
  Alison Perkins-Cohen, Chief of Staff

III. Public Testimony

IV. Chair’s Closing Remarks
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education
William E. Kirwan, Chair

Agenda

October 25, 2017
9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
120 House Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland

9:30 a.m.  Chair’s Opening Remarks

10:00 a.m. Determining the Fiscal Impact of Implementing the Building Blocks

- Rachel Hise, Department of Legislative Services
- Marc Tucker, National Center on Education and the Economy
- Robert Palaich and Justin Silverstein, APA Consulting

10:45 a.m. Special Education

- Dr. Margaret J. McLaughlin, College of Education
  University of Maryland, College Park Campus

11:30 a.m. Adequacy Study — Follow Up

Robert Palaich and Justin Silverstein, APA Consulting

12:30 p.m. Reaching Consensus — Building Block 2

1:00 p.m. Breakout Group Discussions (See separate handout)

Lunch Provided for Commissioners and Staff in Room 180

2:00 p.m. Breakout Group Report Out (5-10 minutes each)
2:30 p.m.  **Analysis of Local School System Expenditures**

- Erika Schissler and Eric Pierce, Department of Legislative Services

3:10 p.m. **Invited Stakeholder Panel on Special Education**

- Rachel London, Developmental Disabilities Council
- Leslie Margolis, Disability Rights Maryland
- Tonia Ferguson, The Arc MD

3:30 p.m. **Baltimore County Public Schools – Career and Technology Education (CTE) Program**

- Nardos King, Executive Director Secondary School Support, Zone 4
- Douglas Handy, Director
- Michael Weglein, Principal, Sollers Point Technical High School

4:00 p.m. **Reaching Consensus — Building Block 7 (CTE)**

5:00 p.m. **Chair’s Closing Remarks and Adjournment**

*(Box dinners available for Commissioners attending Central/Southern Maryland public hearing at Largo High School beginning at 6:30 p.m.)*

**Next Meeting:**  **Thursday, November 16, 2017 9:30 a.m. – 5 p.m.**
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education

*William E. Kirwan, Chair*

Agenda
October 25, 2017, 6:30 p.m.
Largo High School
505 Largo Road
Upper Marlboro, Maryland

I. Welcome and Chair’s Opening Remarks

II. Public Testimony

III. Chair’s Closing Remarks
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education

William E. Kirwan, Chair

Agenda

November 16, 2017
9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
120 House Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland

9:30 a.m.  Chair’s Opening Remarks

10:00 a.m. Discussion of the Implementation Timeline and Framework

- Marc Tucker, National Center on Education and the Economy
- Rachel Hise, Department of Legislative Services

10:45 a.m. Overview of Recommendations Made by the Teacher Induction and Retention Workgroup

- Sarah Spross, Maryland State Department of Education

11:15 a.m. Building Block 5 – Review Draft Recommendations and Discuss/Finalize

12:30 p.m. Lunch and Breakout Group Discussion of Building Block 6 Recommendations

Lunch Provided for Commissioners and Staff in Room 180

2:00 p.m. Building Block 6 – Discuss/Finalize

4:00 p.m. Building Block 8 – Review Draft Recommendations and Discuss/Finalize

5:00 p.m. Chair’s Closing Remarks and Adjournment

Next Meeting:  Thursday, November 30, 2017, 9:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education

William E. Kirwan, Chair

Agenda

November 30, 2017
9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
120 House Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland

9:30 a.m.  Chair’s Opening Remarks

9:40 a.m.  Maryland’s Fiscal Outlook
  •  David Romans, Department of Legislative Services

10:00 a.m. Building Block 6 – Review Revised Draft Recommendations and Discuss/Finalize

11:15 a.m. Building Block 8 – Review Draft Recommendations and Discuss/Finalize

12:00 p.m. Lunch

Lunch Provided for Commissioners and Staff in Room 180

12:45 p.m. Building Blocks 3, 4, and 7 – Review Draft Recommendations and Discuss/Finalize

5:00 p.m.  Chair’s Closing Remarks and Adjournment

Next Meeting:  Monday, December 11, 2017, 9:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education

William E. Kirwan, Chair

Agenda

December 11, 2017
9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
120 House Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland

9:30 a.m.  Chair’s Opening Remarks

9:35 a.m.  Building Blocks 5, 6, and 8 – Review Revised Draft Recommendations and Discuss/Finalize

10:15 a.m.  Building Block 3, 4, and 7 – Review Revised Draft Recommendations and Discuss/Finalize

11:00 a.m.  Building Block 2 – Review Draft Recommendations and Discuss

12:00 p.m. Lunch

Lunch Provided for Commissioners and Staff in Room 180

12:45 p.m. Continued – Building Block 2 – Review Draft Recommendations and Discuss

5:00 p.m.  Chair’s Closing Remarks and Adjournment

Next Meeting:  Wednesday, December 20, 2017, 9:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education

William E. Kirwan, Chair

Agenda

December 20, 2017
9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
120 House Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland

9:30 a.m. Chair’s Opening Remarks

9:35 a.m. Building Blocks 5, 6, and 8 – Review Revised Draft Recommendations and Finalize

9:50 a.m. Building Block 3, 4, and 7 – Review Revised Draft Recommendations and Finalize

10:15 a.m. Building Block 2 – Review Revised Draft Recommendations and Discuss/Finalize

10:40 a.m. Building Block 1 – Review Draft Recommendations and Discuss

12:30 p.m. Lunch

Lunch Provided for Commissioners and Staff in Room 180

1:15 p.m. Building Block 9 – Review Draft Recommendations and Discuss

5:00 p.m. Chair’s Closing Remarks and Adjournment

Next Meeting: Monday, January 8, 2017, 9:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education  
*William E. Kirwan, Chair*

**Agenda**

January 8, 2018  
9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.  
120 House Office Building, Annapolis, Maryland

---

9:30 a.m.  **Chair’s Opening Remarks**

9:35 a.m. **Invited Commentary on Commission Preliminary Report**
- Norman R. Augustine – Retired Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Lockheed Martin Corporation; Former Under Secretary of the Army
- Dr. Nancy S. Grasmick – Former Maryland State Superintendent of Schools
- Dr. David P. Driscoll – Former Commissioner of Education, Massachusetts

10:45 a.m.  **Discussion and Finalize Draft Preliminary Report**

12:00 p.m.  **Lunch**

*Lunch Provided for Commissioners and Staff in Room 180*

1:00 p.m.  **Finish Discussion of Draft Preliminary Report**

2:30 p.m.  **Next Steps**
- Legislation
- Workgroups

5:00 p.m.  **Chair’s Closing Remarks and Adjournment**

*Next Meeting: None Scheduled (Yet)*
Appendix 4: 2016 Interim Commission Report

Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education

William E. Kirwan  
Chairman

January 9, 2017

The Honorable Larry Hogan  
The Honorable Thomas V. Mike Miller, Jr.  
The Honorable Michael E. Busch  
The Honorable Joan Carter Conway  
The Honorable Edward J. Kasemeyer  
The Honorable Sheila E. Hixson  
The Honorable Maggie McIntosh

Ladies and Gentlemen:

As required by Chapters 701 and 702 of the 2016 session, I am pleased to submit this interim report of the Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education. First, I want to thank you for appointing such a knowledgeable and diverse group of individuals who, to a person, are dedicated to addressing the education needs and interests of Maryland’s students.

We have just begun our exploration of the wide ranging charges and responsibilities for this commission that are stated in the legislation. Therefore, as an interim report, this letter makes no recommendations for actions. It does, however, contain a synopsis of our activities thus far, as well as our vision for the work we will embark on during 2017, leading to our final report and recommendations presented to you in December 2017.

Our first meeting was held on September 29, 2016, with the main goal of introducing ourselves, providing background information for the commission, and reviewing the charge of the commission. Specifically, Dr. Karen B. Salmon, State Superintendent of Schools, presented an overview of education policy since 2002, the year in which the Commission on Education Finance, Equity, and Excellence, known as the Thornton Commission, completed its work. The Department of Legislative Services provided an overview of education funding in Maryland since 2002. Finally, the Maryland State Department of Education presented an update on the study of adequacy of education funding in Maryland by Augenblick, Palaich, and Associates (APA), as well as additional reports on various adequacy-related topics that APA produced.
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During the second meeting, which was held on October 31, 2016, the commission focused on the federal and international landscape of education policy in terms of accountability and student performance. Lee Posey from the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) presented an overview of the federal Every Student Succeeds Act as well as summarized a report recently completed by NCSL in collaboration with a group of legislators and legislative staff from various states called *No Time to Lose: How to Build a World-Class Education System State by State*. The commission then heard from Marc Tucker with the National Center on Education and the Economy (NCEE), who presented lessons learned from top performing education systems in other countries and in the United States, such as Massachusetts. Finally, David Driscoll, the former Commissioner of Education in Massachusetts, joined Mark Tucker for a discussion of how Massachusetts implemented education reforms that led to Massachusetts becoming a top performing system in the world.

On December 8, 2016, APA presented its *Final Report of the Study of Adequacy of Funding for Education in Maryland* to the commission and recommendations for altering the current education funding formulas and requirements. In total, APA recommended increasing prekindergarten to grade 12 (P-12) funding by $2.9 billion, including a $1.9 billion increase in State funds and $1.0 billion in local funds. The recommendations are summarized in the Issue Papers for the 2017 legislative session prepared by the Department of Legislative Services, which can be found here: [http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/Pubs/legislegal/2017rs-Issue-Papers.pdf#page=76](http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/Pubs/legislegal/2017rs-Issue-Papers.pdf#page=76)

During the December 8, 2016, meeting, Julie Bell with NCSL described the *No Time to Lose* report in more depth by identifying four common elements that can be seen in top-performing nations’ education systems and the next steps that states can take, including benchmarking current state policies against top-performing systems and conducting a gap analysis. Finally, Betsy Brown Ruzzi, with NCEE, reviewed the results from the latest administration of the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) that were announced on December 7, 2016. PISA is an international comparative study of 15-year-old students’ knowledge of mathematics, reading, and science conducted every three years. The United States average student performance in science and reading was flat, ranking twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth, respectively, out of the 72 international education systems participating in PISA 2015; this is about the same as the PISA 2012 results for the United States. However, U.S. students’ performance overall dropped to fortieth in mathematics. Massachusetts moved up in the international rankings, to fifth in reading, ninth in science, and thirty-fourth in math, if Massachusetts and other subnational systems (e.g., Ontario, Canada) were countries.

The commission concluded the December 8 meeting by agreeing to use the four common elements of world-class education systems from the NCSL report as its framework to evaluate Maryland’s education system and make recommendations for funding and innovative policies aimed at moving Maryland’s education system from one of the best in the United States to one of the best in the world.
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While that concluded our work during the 2016 interim, the commission will also be meeting on January 9, 2017, to hear about structuring the education system to retain existing and produce more high-quality teachers and principals. The commission will also discuss the benchmarking process that will be used to evaluate Maryland’s education system so that this work can be completed while the commission itself take a hiatus during the legislative session. While the commission will not hold meetings during the legislative session, commission members will have ample time to read through the APA report to prepare for the work of the commission during the 2017 interim.

Should you wish to view any of our meetings or review the materials that have been presented to us, you may use this link: [http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/Pubs/CommTFWorkgrp/2016-Innovation-Excellence-in-Education-Commission.pdf](http://mgaleg.maryland.gov/Pubs/CommTFWorkgrp/2016-Innovation-Excellence-in-Education-Commission.pdf). We look forward with great enthusiasm to continuing our work and presenting you with a comprehensive report responsive to your charge in December 2017.

Sincerely,

William E. Kirwan  
Chair  

WEK/RHH/mlm  

Enclosure  

cc: Member, Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education
Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education
2016 Interim
Membership Roster

William E. Kirwan, Chair

Commission Members

David R. Brinkley
Robert L. Caret
Scott E. Dorsey
Chester E. Finn
Stephen H. Guthrie
David E. Helfman
Kalman R. Hettleman
Delegate Adrienne A. Jones
Delegate Anne R. Kaiser
Senator Nancy J. King
Elizabeth Ysla Leight
Senator Richard S. Madaleno, Jr.
Delegate Maggie McIntosh
Leslie R. Pellegrino
Senator Paul G. Pinsky
Craig L. Rice
Karen B. Salmon
Joy Schaefer
Morgan Showalter
David M. Steiner
William (Bill) R. Valentine
Senator Steve Waugh
Delegate Alonzo T. Washington
Margaret E. Williams

Commission Staff

Rachel H. Hise
Erika S. Schissler